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Programming always has been that “thing” people did that I never understood. You’ve heard me lament about my lack of programming skills through the years, and honestly, I never thought I’d need to learn. Then along came the DevOps mentality, and I started introducing programmatic ways of managing my system administration world. And you know what? Programming is pretty awesome.

Reuven M. Lerner starts off the programming issue with a great article on how to begin in the Web development field. If you’re like me, and have been ushered into the programmer’s world blindfolded and scared, Reuven has a great starting point for you. Dave Taylor also teaches us programming as he continues his lessons on scripting dates and counting days. For some reason, shell scripting doesn’t seem like programming, and I’m far more comfortable doing it. If that sounds silly, that’s because it is! Shell scripting is programming, and if you’ve ever created sysadmin scripts or even written batch files in Windows, your programming skills are better than you think.

Kyle Rankin addresses an issue this month that can be really frustrating if you’re automating a cloud environment. If you spin up a server that gets assigned a random IP address, how do you address it from the rest of your infrastructure? He shows us his method of dealing with that scenario and teaches us about DHCP along the way.

I decided to continue our summer vacation a bit with my Open-Source Classroom column and talk about recreation. Last month, I covered health-related technology, and so this month, I’m discussing mental-health-related technology—namely, games, TV, books and music. Next month, will be all command line and learning, but here I focus on enjoying the technology that is supposed to make our lives so much easier!
Next up is Richard Delaney. If you’ve ever tried to automate your infrastructure with something like Chef or Puppet, you know that spinning up VMs on demand can be challenging. With Vagrant, creating a brand-new virtual machine is a simple one-liner. It supports multiple virtualization platforms, multiple host OSes and abstracts the underlying process. Richard walks through using Vagrant in your VM infrastructure.

Mihalis Tsoukalos dives deep into programming as he shows how to create three-dimensional graphics with OpenGL. While creating a cube on the screen isn’t exactly a contender for Game of the Year, the process is an invaluable building “block” for developing with OpenGL. If you want to manipulate graphics in your applications, Mihalis’ article is a must-read.

As data centers grow, and IT budgets shrink, managing massive numbers of systems gets overwhelming quickly. In fact, gone are the days when a crusty old system administrator (ahem, me) can configure all the servers one by one and maintain them all him or herself. Mark Burgess describes Promise Theory, which is a framework on which to design and configure massive distributed systems. If you need to re-invent the way your data center works, Promise Theory is a great way to think.

Linux traditionally has been so flexible that it often is considered a one-size-fits-all solution to technology needs. For many use cases, that’s still true. If your organization needs a custom Linux distribution or needs to develop something slightly different from what a mainstream distro offers, that flexibility proves to be malleable as well. David Brown walks through customizing a Linux operating system to fit specific needs, including custom development and system modifications. Rather than create a new ‘buntu variant, David shows how to tweak existing distros to meet your needs.

I’ll admit, programming still is scary territory for some of us, myself included. In this issue, we ease into some of the “development mindset” where we are no longer just consumers, but creators. The beauty of open source is that we get to build on the brilliance of others, and knowledge is freely shared, not guarded like a secret.

We’ve also included a plethora of non-development content this month. Whether you’re a sysadmin, a Linux enthusiast or just someone looking to play some cool games, the August issue aims to please. We hope you enjoy this programming issue of Linux Journal.

Shawn Powers is the Associate Editor for Linux Journal. He’s also the Gadget Guy for LinuxJournal.com, and he has an interesting collection of vintage Garfield coffee mugs. Don’t let his silly hairdo fool you, he’s a pretty ordinary guy and can be reached via e-mail at shawn@linuxjournal.com. Or, swing by the #linuxjournal IRC channel on Freenode.net.
I Must Be an Extremist
Wow—you should have had the NSA declare Linux Journal an extremist organization months ago.

I had, sadly, let my subscription expire a few months ago. However, after reading that Linux Journal and its readers are considered “extremists” by the NSA, I have resubscribed for two years with automatic renewal after that.

Take that NSA!

And, thanks also for a great publication. Keep those extremist articles about privacy and freedom coming.
—David Both

Extremists?
A glance at the XKEYSCORE snippet shows “These variables define terms and websites relating to the TAILs (The Amnesic Incognito Live System) software program, a comsec mechanism advocated by extremists on extremist forums.”, followed by:

```
$TAILS_terms=word('tails' or 'Amnesiac Incognito Live System') and word('linux' or 'USB' or 'CD' or 'secure desktop' or 'IRC' or 'truecrypt' or 'tor');
$TAILS_websites=('tails.boum.org/') or ('linuxjournal.com/content/linux*');
```

Note that it is quite likely that extremist forums do advocate use of Tor and TAILs,
as do most comsec concerned folks, such as forensic specialists and malware investigators, and perhaps, Three Letter Agencies. Since Linux Journal is a publicly available and informative forum on Linux items of interest, such as Tor and TAILs, I would suggest that the proximity of “extremists on extremist forums” to “linuxjournal.com/content/linux” does not associate “linuxjournal” with “extremist forums”. However, your point is that access to your Web site in conjunction with the Tor or TAILs query may put one on a “watch list” for further scrutiny—well, given the forensic and malware workload these days, that will push the noise-to-signal ratio up quite a bit (no pun intended). Do you think DistroWatch is somewhere on the list?

—Arnold Hayes

It’s so crazy, it’s really hard to tell what the exact reason or triggers we might be associated with are. The concept at all is just...crazy. I can’t think of a better word. The Linux community and, in kind, the Linux Journal community are obviously advocates of freedom, but when standing for the very things that make America what it is marks us for scrutiny? Again, crazy.—Shawn Powers

**No More Letters in the Magazine?**

I am disappointed that the Letters portion has moved to the Web site instead of being printed in Linux Journal. I read LJ off-line with my Kindle and look forward to the Letters every issue. Now that it’s no longer there, I have to view it on my desktop, which defeats the purpose. Trying out the Letters link on my Kindle when I’m on-line does not provide me with content that is easy to read on the device.

I remember this with paper magazines of old, where they provided “extra content” on the Web. I rarely visited them. And if I wanted to, the magazine often wasn’t with me anymore, and I’d forget the link.

Granted, I can view LJ on my Nexus 10, or my MacBook, but nothing provides the pleasure of reading that is E Ink.

Also, looking at the link http://www.linuxjournal.com/letters, how would I know what was the response to what particular issue?

I propose an alternative, since you wanted to allow for comments: publish the Letters to the Editor in the magazine, with the replies if any, then also provide a permalink to the letter
on the Web. This will:

- Allow me to read while in a relaxed mood, either the PDF, .epub or .mobi versions, without the need to switch context and jump to the Web (and from there, go down the rabbit hole of surfing).

- If I’m passionate about a letter, I can click on the link to see if there are more responses.

- I can comment on my thoughts, if I have any on the particular topic.

With the letters still in my head, I can refer to the actual letter in question in LJ and click on the link for immediate gratification.

Since LJ is an electronically delivered magazine, you do have possibilities that are within your power to manipulate to make the user’s experience better than what paper publications can do.

—Wari Wahnab

Thank you for the input, Wari. We did shift the Letters out of last issue, but we’ve included them back in this one because of letters like yours. As you mention, we’re trying to make the Letters something that is interactive in a little more timely manner than once a month. We’ll keep tweaking how we do things, and hopefully we’ll find a good solution. Your input is invaluable, because otherwise we’re just guessing!—Shawn Powers

I See the NSA Is Labeling Linux Journal as an Extremist Web Site

If Linux Journal is an American-based company with servers located inside America’s borders, I’m sure the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF, https://www.eff.org) and/or American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU, https://www.aclu.org) would be happy to litigate a case on your behalf against the NSA, for free.

Warrantless spying on an American journal and its users is clearly a violation of the first and fourth constitutional Amendments—freedom of speech, association and warrantless surveillance.

The lawsuit would be great publicity for your magazine. Linux Journal vs. NSA would be plastered on the front pages of every major news organization across the world.

I believe having a copy of the XKEYSCORE source code specifically listing Linux Journal as a “target” selector would give your lawsuit plenty of standing for a case against the NSA.

—Ralf
Thank you, Ralf. As of this response, we’re still just reeling a bit from the notion that our readers, and most likely our staff, are being monitored and/or spied on. While we do have an international readership, we are indeed an entirely US-based magazine. The worrisome part is, if we are targeted, I can only imagine who else must be! Scary stuff.—Shawn Powers

Days Between Dates Script

Regarding Dave Taylor’s “Days Between Dates?” article in the July 2014 issue, he states that date doesn’t work for dates before 1970.

If you are using the GNU corelib date utility, this is incorrect:

```bash
$ date +%s '1776-1-1'
-6122019600
```

```bash
$ date -d '@-6122019600'
Mon Jan 1 00:00:00 MST 1776
```

Also, date handles some pretty free-form date entries, although the date has to be a complete date—no attempts with only a month and year, for example.

On a separate note, date +%j -d 'Dec 31, $year' will give you either 365 or 366, depending on whether or not it’s a leap year. I’m not sure how it handles years in which there were less than 365 days. I suspect it just treats all dates as Gregorian.

—Alan Young

Dave Taylor replies: Thanks for the helpful message. As an old-school Linux and UNIX guy, negative seconds-since-epoch bugs me, but that’s okay, because your observation that the %j day-of-the-year value easily can be used to test for leap year is terrific and one I’m going to borrow!

—Jyrki Kajala

Dave Taylor replies: You’re right, the addition of a leading space does make this invocation more accurate! This problem will, of course, show up any time there’s a “29” in the year, including in 2029, by which time we’ll likely have a different way of figuring out whether it’s a leap year. “Siri? Is this a leap year?” “Jyrki, you asked me that 4,503,343 milliseconds ago. Why are you asking me again? Have you become obsolete?” “AUuuugggghhhhh!”

More on the Days Between Dates Script
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Removing Letters to the Editor from the Digital Magazine

I was surprised to find that you are no longer including the Letters to the Editor section in the Linux Journal digital magazine (as of the July 2014 issue). Since your magazine has gone digital-only, I find that I now read it cover to cover (mostly), and I particularly enjoyed the give and take that occurs between the readers and the article writers in the Letters section.

I realize that I can still read this interchange on-line, but doing so adds a little more “friction” to the process and fails to inform me when there is feedback on the various topics.

Since Linux Journal is now available only in digital formats (PDF, .epub and so on), it seems that removing the Letters section does not result in much of a cost-savings (possibly a small savings in page layout/markup/design). Do you have a more compelling reason for this change?

If you feel that this must be a permanent change, perhaps you could include a sidebar listing the topics of letters received (with links to enable accessing them on-line).

I also miss the “Photo of the Month”, although I realize you may not always have a photo to share with us every month.

—Gerald

Thanks Gerald! Yes, we shook things up a bit taking out the Letters to the Editor. They’re (obviously) back this month. We’ll eventually find the perfect mix of interactivity and convenience. Last month, was our first step toward that goal. Thank you for letting us know your thoughts; it really helps us shape the future! We’ll continue having Photo of the Month as well, as long as we receive good submissions, so please send your Linux-related photos to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.—Shawn Powers

Keep Up the Great Work!

I just subscribed to LJ two months ago, and I love it! I have been involved with computers and electronics since I was ten years old when I started with the Apple IIe. I also love high-power rocketry! I plan on building a Linux computer to control a high-power rocket I plan on doing for Level 2 NAR certification soon. Also, I love health and fitness, as I was a personal trainer for nine years. Now I train and workout hard-core for myself and train clients part time. I am a technology and fitness freak! I love it!

I love the PDF format of LJ, as this is
way of the future, since we can eliminate paper clutter and have links to click on when we want more information on details. I love it! I have tons of paper books and old magazines that I want to convert to PDF. I started doing it myself with a good Fujitsu scanner, but I have so many, I want to hire someone or some company to scan most of these books for me.

Keep up all your amazing content in the PDF format!
—Christian Lombardo

Welcome aboard, Christian! I’m still struggling with my fitness routine. The diet is going well (40 pounds lost as of today, July 5th), but getting motivated to exercise is harder. I still try to walk as much as possible, but I’d like to be a runner someday.

Thanks for sharing your appreciation for the digital publication. The feelings on that subject vary widely from user to user. Thankfully, I think the tablet/reader market has matured to the point where reading digitally is really a painless experience.—Shawn Powers
One problem with Linux has been its implementation of system calls. As Andy Lutomirski pointed out recently, it’s very messy. Even identifying which system calls were implemented for which architectures, he said, was very difficult, as was identifying the mapping between a call’s name and its number, and mapping between call argument registers and system call arguments.

Some user programs like strace and glibc needed to know this sort of information, but their way of gathering it together—although well accomplished—was very messy too.

Andy proposed slogging through the kernel code and writing up a text file that would serve as a “master list” of system calls, giving the call name, the corresponding call number, the supported architectures and other information. Among other things, this would allow tools like glibc to eliminate their ugly implementations and use a simple library to get this information out of the kernel.

H. Peter Anvin liked the idea, but said it would take a lot of work to get it right. He mentioned that he’d been advocating something along the same lines for a long time, dating back to his work on klibc.

Various other folks liked Andy’s idea as well—particularly anyone involved with user code that currently had to deduce system call organization piecemeal. David Howells remarked that it would be wonderful if strace could rely on Andy’s master list as well. And, Michael Kerrisk said the manpages project also would be interested in tracking the progress of the master list.

There’s always a special case that would benefit from tweaking the process scheduler just a little bit beyond The Good. Recently, Khalid Aziz from Oracle submitted some code to allow user processes to claim additional timeslices. Typically, the kernel itself controls that sort of resource allocation, because
otherwise the system is dependent on the friendliness or well-codedness of user applications.

But, Khalid’s database folks had noticed a problem with large numbers of threads vying for the same mutex. If one of those threads had the mutex and was almost ready to give it up, the scheduler might run through the whole queue of other processes, none of which could actually run because they were all waiting for that one mutex. And like a thumb in the eye, the process holding the mutex was all set to give it up, but couldn’t, since it had been preempted. Much better, Khalid said, would be to allow the process holding the mutex to delay preemption, long enough to give up that mutex. Then all the other processes could take their turn and do actual work, rather than spend their precious timeslices spinning on an unavailable lock.

Khalid said his code showed a 3–5% speedup relative to the previous case. But, there was still a fair bit of reluctance to accept his code into the kernel.

In particular, H. Peter Anvin pointed out that Khalid’s code allowed userspace to transform the kernel’s natural preemptive multitasking into a cooperative multitasking model, in which processes all had to agree on who would get timeslices, and when—and some processes could aggressively claim timeslices at the expense of the others.

Davidlohr Bueso pointed out that a voluntary preemption model might work better with the kernel’s existing implementation, allowing processes to give up their timeslice to another process voluntarily. There was no danger from hostile processes there.

There were various suggestions for alternatives to Khalid’s design, but Khalid always pointed out that his way was fastest. But, Thomas Gleixner said that “It’s a horrible idea. What you are creating is a crystal ball-based form of time-bound priority ceiling with the worst userspace interface I’ve ever seen.”

That was the real problem, apparently. Giving user code the ability to preempt the normal scheduling process meant that neither the kernel nor other userspace processes could predict
the behavior of the system, or even properly debug problems.

At one point Thomas said, “What you’re trying to do is essentially creating an ABI which we have to support and maintain forever. And that definitely is worth a few serious questions.” He added, “If we allow you to special-case your database workload, then we have no argument why we should not do the same thing for real-time workloads where the SCHED_FAIR housekeeping thread can hold a lock shortly to access some important data in the SCHED_FIFO real-time computation thread. Of course the RT people want to avoid the lock contention as much as you do, just for different reasons.”

Eric W. Biederman also objected to Khalid’s code, saying, “You allow any task to extend its timeslice. Which means I will get the question why does really_important_job only miss its latency guarantees when running on the same box as sched_preempt_using_job?” And he said, “Your change appears to have extremely difficult to debug non-local effects.”

There seems to be a lot of interest in implementing a feature like what Khalid has proposed, but there also seems to be security concerns, debugability concerns and maintainability concerns that make the whole thing very iffy. But, it’s still possible that Khalid could address those concerns and come up with a patch that does what the database people want, without the mess.

—ZACK BROWN

They Said It

It is not always the same thing to be a good man and a good citizen.
—Aristotle

Life is a reciprocal exchange. To move forward, you have to give back.
—Oprah Winfrey

It is only possible to live happily ever after on a day-to-day basis.
—Margaret Bonnano

The greater man the greater courtesy.
—Alfred Lord Tennyson

That is not what Geek means to me. We are more than the hobbies that we do or the things that we like. To me, Geek means an outsider, a rebel, a dreamer, a creator, a fighter. It’s a person who dares to love something that isn’t conventional.
—Felicia Day
Non-Linux FOSS: a Virtualized Cisco Infrastructure?

We’re all familiar with the idea of virtualized computers. Not only are they a great way to better utilize resources in a server room, but they also allow you to create and destroy servers in the blink of an eye. That’s perfect for a lab or training environment. Unfortunately, it’s always taken a rack of actual hardware to create a training lab for Cisco hardware. Thanks to GNS3 (Graphical Network Simulator 3), that’s no longer the case.

GNS3 is an open-source application that creates a virtual infrastructure of Cisco (or other) hardware. Not only can you watch the traffic flow, but you also can connect directly to the virtual devices and configure them like the actual hardware devices they represent. On the surface, it looks like a Visio diagram, but it’s a diagram that actually does something!

Whether you’re actively trying to learn to use Cisco devices or just want to try out some networking scenarios, GNS3 is an incredible tool for sandboxing network hardware. It does require you to provide the IOS firmware (they can’t provide Cisco’s operating systems themselves), but that’s it. It works under Windows, along with OS X and Linux. If you’re interested, download a copy today at http://www.gns3.net.—SHAWN POWERS
IndieBox: for Gamers Who Miss Boxes!

There are lots of cool ideas on the Internet that never really make it out of the “startup” phase. IndieBox has been around only for a few months, but I really, really hope it catches on. Here’s the idea:

- Every month, you get a Linux/Mac/Windows-compatible Indie game in the mail.

- The games come on a really cool USB drive shaped like a credit card covered in awesome game art. It’s like a modern-day Nintendo cartridge.

- Inside the game box (which is also covered in game art), you’ll find posters, keychains, cardboard cutouts, CDs of game music or anything else the folks at IndieBox can scrape together to make the monthly game awesome and nostalgic.

- Most months you’ll also get a Steam code, because although old-school boxed games are awesome, Steam still is really convenient.

As someone who belongs to a “coffee of the month” club, I can assure you that getting a fresh new thing every month in the mail is fun and exciting. When that new thing is a nostalgic trip to my youth, plus a really fun cross-platform game? For me, it’s worth the $16.99 a month. If you miss the days of buying games in a box from the department store, you’ll love the IndieBox experience. Check it out at http://www.theindiebox.com.

—SHAWN POWERS
Everyone has wasted an afternoon on YouTube clicking through videos of talking cats, screaming goats and bad-lip-reading renditions of popular movies. Heck, there are plenty of YouTube videos of me doing odd and silly things as well. (Does anyone remember ‘Buntu Family Theater?) For important family videos, however, I much prefer to control my own data. I’ve tried over the years to keep an archive of home movies and such in a folder on a server somewhere, but they never get seen because getting to them is inconvenient. That’s where MediaGoblin comes in.

MediaGoblin is an open-source Web-based application that allows you to host audio, video and photographic media on your own server. It still allows that media to be easily viewed via the Web, however, so you get the convenience of YouTube with the security of hosting files yourself.

Hosting your own local version of YouTube might not be your cup of tea, but for me, it’s a great compromise between convenience and data privacy. If you want to give MediaGoblin a try, head over to http://www.mediagoblin.org and download a copy today. Or, check out one of the many publicly hosted installations to see if you like the interface. The screenshot here is from http://roaming-initiative.com/mediagoblin/u/jeeelo/m/hackers and includes an interview that hits home for nerds like us!—SHAWN POWERS
Getting Good Vibrations with Linux

Vibrations and wave motions describe many different physical systems. In fact, most systems that dissipate energy do so through waves of one form or another. In this article, I take a look at gvb (Good ViBrations, http://www.pietrobattiston.it/gvb), a Linux application you can use to visualize and model wave motion and vibrations.

Installation should be relatively easy. It already should exist in the packaging system of most distributions. For example, on Debian-based systems, you can install it with this:

```
sudo apt-get install gvb
```

You will notice that a large number of Python requirements also are installed. This gives you an idea of what you need as requirements if you want to build gvb from source.

Now that you have gvb and its requirements installed, you can start it by running the command `gvb`. When it starts, you will see a main display window with a pane on the right-hand side with calculation options. In the main window, there will be a starting sine wave form.

Just to make sure that everything is working, you can click on the start button in the right-hand pane. This starts the calculations used to model the wave motion and shows each time step in the main display window. You should see the evolution of a basic sine wave happening.

Let’s use this starting waveform to play with some of the available calculation options. The first option is the speed of the wave. You can change this while the wave is being modeled and animated, so you can see in real time how the wave changes with a different speed.

Below the start button are three available options. The calculation drop-down lets you change the algorithm used to do the calculations. The default is eig, and the other three methods are quad, naif and naif matrix. When you select any of the other three methods, the step size option at the top of the pane becomes active.

You then can change the size of the steps used in calculating
the wave motion. You can set the number of frames per second to display. The higher this value is, the smoother your wave animation will be. You probably won’t notice any improvement beyond 30 frames per second, simply due to the limits of human vision.

The last option allows you to change what graphics are actually rendered in the display. Wave shows the waveform itself. Temp displays a color map representing the amplitude with different colors. Speed displays the waveform, like Wave, but it also includes a series of bars along the wave indicating the magnitude of the speed at those points along the wave. This display helps students get a feeling for how fast the different parts of the wave are moving.

Figure 1. When you first start gvb, you will see a sine wave ready to start modeling.
Before going on, it would be worth spending a few minutes to take a cursory look at the types of calculations gvb can do. The default calculation method is eig. This method actually uses the `eig()` function found in the linalg part of NumPy. This uses the plane wave expansion method to get an eigenvalue formulation of the problem and solve that.

The naif calculation method is a naive method. It simply takes the current amplitude of the wave at some point and calculates how far it should travel based on a linear application of the current speed at that point.

The naif matrix method just tries to speed up the naif method by treating the wave as a vector rather than point by point. Neither of these two methods should be used for any reason other than to see just how bad they are.

The last method is quad. This

![Figure 2. You even can model waves on a membrane with gvb.](image-url)
method expands on the simplistic speed calculation of the naif method with a more accurate method. In most cases, you simply will want to use the eig method, as it is the most accurate for most situations.

Up until now, I’ve only been discussing a sinusoidal wave on a string. But really interesting things happen when you can look at other starting waveforms. There are a series of pre-programmed waveforms available for you under the menu entry Disposition→1 dimension: precooked. Here you will find more than a dozen available options.

You also may have noticed that there is also an entry for two-dimensional precooked options. That’s right, gvb can model waves on a membrane as well.

If you select one of these precooked options, you should notice that the graphics option is changed to 3-D, and the type of drawing is changed from rope to membrane. Clicking the start button will show you how the starting waveform propagates

Figure 3. The advanced window allows you to create your own customized waveforms.
across the given membrane. Under the Disposition menu entry, there also are entries for advanced one- and two-dimensional systems. Selecting one of these will pop up a new window where you can set the various parameters for your own model.

You still are limited to sinusoidal, triangular, square and peak waves as your base forms. If you have something even more complicated in mind, you actually can define the amplitude and speed at each point in a text file. For example, to model a string, the text file will have three lines. The first line will contain the shape—in this case, the number of points along the string. The second line will contain a series of amplitude values, comma-separated, one for each point. The third line will contain a series of speed values, comma-separated, one for each point. You next need to end the file with a new-line character at the end. Then, you can read this into gvb to provide your starting waveform. This gives you maximum flexibility. You can do the equivalent two-dimensional input file if you want to model a membrane rather than a string.

One final thing you may want to do with gvb is generate a movie of the wave you are modeling. Selecting the menu entry Options→Save frames as png will pull up a file selection window. You need to choose a directory to store all of the image files for each frame of the animation. Once this is done and you click the start button, a PNG file will be written out for each frame. In order to generate a movie out of those, you need to have FFmpeg installed on your system. Then, all you have to do is change directory to the spot where gvb is writing out these image files and run the command:

```
ffmpeg -i *.png video.mp4
```

Now you have a video file that you can share displaying the wave evolution that you are modeling.

As you have seen, gvb can be a very fun application to use. It especially gives students a more intuitive feel for how waves behave, in both one and two dimensions. The ability to visualize the speeds for various sections also helps conceptualize the physics involved. Hopefully, the teachers out there will keep gvb in mind when they are planning their next science class to help students understand wave mechanics.

—JOEY BERNARD
As Linux continues to advance in its take-over of corporate data centers and institutions, ensuring the integrity and protection of Linux systems becomes a more critical priority every day. With 60% of the world’s websites and an increasing share of most organizations’ mission-critical workloads running on Linux, failing to stop malware and other advanced threats on Linux can severely negatively impact an organization’s reputation and bottom line.

While Linux contains several features that can provide enhanced system security and integrity, most organizations either do not implement or only occasionally ensure proper enforcement. Why? Because they lack 1) real-time visibility into their environments and 2) the ability to centrally enforce policy across their entire system.

The rise of Linux advanced attacks—why signature-based security measures are ineffective against advanced attacks.

A brief overview of Bit9 + Carbon Black’s application control and ETDR solutions.

How to help your organization centrally manage and enforce security policies across large Linux environments.

>> Reserve your spot NOW for this valuable FREE webinar!
Android Candy: Oyster—Netflix for Books!

For avid readers who can’t find the time to visit their local library or struggle to carry giant tomes of awesomeness around with them, eBooks have become a convenient way to consume books. Whether it’s on a Kindle, a Nook or in an app on your phone, eBooks are the ultimate in portability. Sometimes, however, it can be difficult to find the book you want in a format you can read. Enter Oyster (http://www.oysterbooks.com).

Netflix has taken movie streaming to the point where it’s more common to stream a movie than it is to rent a DVD. Heck, many of us have abandoned all
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television entertainment options except Netflix. Oyster is an app designed to do the same for books. For $9.95 a month, you get access to more than a half-million books and enjoy unlimited reading on your Android-powered device.

The app features cross-device (and cross-platform) location sync, off-line reading and a 30-day free trial with unlimited book reading. Like Netflix, Oyster does use DRM on its titles. Because the books aren’t ever owned by me, I personally don’t have a moral dilemma with DRM in this case, but for some it will be a showstopper. Nevertheless, due to its wide selection, awesome idea and cross-platform availability, Oyster takes this month’s Editors’ Choice award!

—SHAWN POWERS
First Steps with Web Development

Interested in becoming a Web developer? Here are some tips on where to start.

The Web is more than 20 years old, and a huge number of developers now work with it. It used to be enough to be a “Webmaster”, meaning a jack of all trades: developer, designer, database administrator and system administrator. Today, we see increasingly specialized aspects of Web development—front-end developers, back-end developers, devops professionals and then “full-stack developers”, who can do it all, or at least claim to.

This increased specialization reflects, in large part, the degree to which the Web has become huge and essential. Web sites are an important part of the world economy, and as befits an important part of the economy, they need to be designed, developed and maintained like any other type of engineering.

But with the specialization, and with the growth of the Web, also comes opportunity. During the past few months, my consulting work has increasingly involved coaching individuals who see the potential payoff (financial and personal) for becoming Web developers, and who want to improve their skills in order to do so. These people know if they manage to learn these skills, they’ll be able to find a job, either with a startup or a large firm—or even better, starting their own on-line businesses.

I’ve been exposed to more and more people who know they want to work with “the Web”, and they know they want to develop software, but they really don’t understand the fundamentals or even where to begin.

So in this article, I describe some of the basics people should know if they’re interested in doing Web development.
As a full-stack Web developer myself, I think it’s important for anyone working with Web technologies to have at least a passing knowledge of each of these topics: Linux, databases, a server-side language and framework, and client-side technologies (HTML, CSS and JavaScript).

If you can learn at least a little of each of those, you’ll be well on your way to being able to create Web applications. Moreover, you’ll probably find that one or more parts of this technological constellation are particularly appealing to you, giving you a sense of the area in which you want to specialize. Or, if you find that you enjoy it all, you can be more of a generalist, applying your broad knowledge to many different aspects of Web applications.

**Linux and Servers**

Perhaps it won’t surprise a reader of *Linux Journal* that being familiar with Linux is a good thing. However, it’s not just good, but essential, given that Linux powers a surprisingly large proportion of the Web. Not only are many traditional servers running Linux, but virtualization has become a stable and popular technology, using such systems as Vagrant, an open-source system that lets you develop on a virtual machine and then use that same virtual machine in production.

I must admit that I haven’t yet taken the plunge and used Vagrant, but each time I have to wrestle with server configuration or get something to work on my employee’s computer that worked fine on mine, Vagrant seems like an increasingly good option.

But really, if all you want to do is start with some Web development, a deep dive into Linux isn’t necessary. Yes, you need to understand some basics, such as directories, users and permissions, as well as how to install and run programs. You also should know...
where your system’s log files are—both general-purpose log files and also those produced by your HTTP server.

If you’re new to the world of Linux administration, learning such systems as DNS, SMTP and SSL might well confuse more than help you; try to rely on third parties for as much of this as possible.

Knowing how to use a classic UNIX text editor, such as Emacs or vim, will help a great deal, even if you’re more of a GUI kind of person, simply because you won’t always have access to a GUI. And of course, learning the ins and outs of UNIX utilities, such as grep and find, will help tremendously.

I would say that you shouldn’t worry too much about all of the virtualization and container systems that exist—not because they are irrelevant, but because they likely will confuse and complicate your progress, and those are things you can learn over time. If and when you decide to use Vagrant, Docker or Amazon Web Services, you can specialize and learn those particulars.

I should add that Linux is a deep and complex system, one that takes many years to understand and internalize fully. If it seems foreign and difficult at first, that’s only natural, but over time, you’ll customize your environment, learn more about how to work with it and feel more comfortable working with it.

**Databases**

There is no requirement that a Web application have a database. However, in practice, it’s rare for a modern Web application not to use a database at all. (My company’s Web site doesn’t have a database, but that’s because it’s mostly for promotional purposes. However, my blog does have a database to store posts and comments, among other things.) I’m an old-school kind of guy, so I believe that traditional, relational databases with SQL are the right way to go for many Web applications. However, I do admit that the learning curve—of a client-server protocol, of the SQL query language and of the various tricks involved in a relational database—can be steep.

For this reason alone, many people starting off in Web development have begun to use so-called NoSQL databases, such as MongoDB, which allow you to store complex documents in a format that naturally maps to objects and modern programming languages, without the overhead of SQL queries. I can understand this perspective, and if you feel that learning SQL would be too complex for you, you might indeed want to go this way.

However, I think there’s a reason why
relational databases continue to be so popular, namely because more than 40 years of research and practice have been so beneficial. I personally think it’s worth the time and effort to work with a relational database, particularly if you’ll be using a high-level language and object-relational manager (ORM) that handles most of the queries for you and, thus, hides many of the queries from you. The long-term benefits of understanding SQL and relational databases, and the flexibility of a normalized relational database, are still without peer, in my view.

This doesn’t mean I think that all NoSQL is meaningless or worthless. However, I have found much more utility in key-value stores, such as Redis, than in NoSQL databases, such as MongoDB, particularly with the recent advances in PostgreSQL, which make storing and retrieving JSON objects easy and efficient.

If you’re interested in database technology, a great book to try is *Seven Databases in Seven Weeks*, by Eric Redmond and Jim Wilson, and published by the Pragmatic Programmers. That book, as the title describes, is something of a survey course in modern database technology, looking at a number of different systems and comparing the advantages of each.

**Programming Languages**

Next comes the most important choice, but also the one that probably causes the greatest number of arguments among developers: the server-side programming language. Longtime readers of this column won’t be surprised to hear that I think Python and Ruby are likely to be your best candidates, both because of the languages themselves, and because the Flask and Sinatra frameworks are simple, powerful and well documented, with large communities. You can create great Web applications with these frameworks—or, if you find that you’re cobbling together too many separate packages, you can move up to Django and Rails, frameworks that undoubtedly can handle whatever you throw at them.

Although I personally prefer Ruby for Web development, there’s no doubt that Python is not only capable, but that it’s also easier for newcomers to programming to understand. (I say this after having taught two to three Python courses every month for the last five years.)

An increasingly popular option is JavaScript, often using node.js, on the assumption that it’s a good idea to use the same language on both the client (that is, in the browser) and on the server. I haven’t yet found node.js
to be a compelling framework, partly because of its use of the “reactor” pattern, and partly because I’m used to the comforts of other, more mature frameworks. But given the huge number of people working in JavaScript nowadays, and the understandable interest in reducing the number of languages needed to engage in Web programming, I would expect JavaScript to become an increasingly viable option for Web development in general and for newcomers to the field in particular.

There are other options, as well, such as PHP, which is easy to learn and has a huge community. However, PHP has never impressed or excited me as a language. That said, the fact that WordPress now powers about 10% of the Web indicates that PHP is not going away any time in the near future. Moreover, there are many opportunities to extend, expand and work within the WordPress ecosystem. One friend of mine has a very successful business as a WordPress e-commerce consultant. Given the size of that ecosystem, I expect that he will have clients and work for about as long as he would like.

Depending on your development background, experience and taste, you might want to try something like Go, Scala or Clojure, all of which can be used for Web applications and have active, strong communities that continue to grow.

The bottom line is, if you already know a programming language, you should try to leverage that knowledge and use it to dip your toes into Web development. If you don’t already feel comfortable with a language, I suggest trying Python or Ruby. They’re easy to learn, have large communities and ecosystems, and have multiple frameworks that can cater to needs large and small. Of course, you may decide to go in a different direction—and if you do, the odds are that you’ll be just fine. Learning to be a Web developer is generally more difficult than learning to develop Web applications in a new language or with a new framework.

**Front End**

The whole idea of the “front end” in Web development has been increasingly critical in the last decade. Whereas it was once enough to know about HTML, and then CSS, the combination of HTML5, CSS, JavaScript and numerous APIs has made front-end development a complex but vital part of any Web application stack.

That said, don’t feel that you need to understand everything at once when
working on the front end. You will need to learn some HTML, as well as some basic CSS. And the odds are good that you will need to learn some JavaScript as well, although just how much you will learn depends on how much client-side work you will need to do and how sophisticated it will need to be.

Perhaps the biggest boon to front-end development in the last few years has been the creation of front-end frameworks, such as Zurb Foundation and Twitter Bootstrap. These frameworks make it possible to focus on the design you want, taking advantage of the fact that others have had to struggle with the same issues before you. I have used Bootstrap on a number of projects and have found that it saves me time, while allowing the design to look far better than otherwise would have been the case. Bootstrap and Foundation don’t mean that you don’t have to learn CSS, but they dramatically reduce the amount of CSS you need in order to get a site up and running.

JavaScript is also enjoying a surge in popularity, partly because Web applications are becoming more sophisticated, and partly because everyone has a JavaScript development environment—namely a Web browser. The number of modules and packages for JavaScript is extraordinarily large and shows no signs of stopping. The growth of Ember.js and Angular.js is encouraging and interesting. At the same time, I think these front-end frameworks are too complex for beginning programmers. jQuery, although somewhat old-fashioned, is still a great JavaScript library that makes it easier to manipulate the DOM in a cross-platform way.

JavaScript is a vital skill every Web developer should have. The book *Eloquent JavaScript*, by Marijn Haverbeke and at [http://eloquentjavascript.net](http://eloquentjavascript.net), is a great introduction to the JavaScript language, although it focuses on the language, rather than its use in Web development.

**So, Where Should You Start?**
The good news is that Web development is so diverse, it’s hard to make a bad or wrong choice. Almost no matter what you choose, there is a community using those same technologies.

If you’re a complete newbie, I’d suggest trying Python, along with the Flask framework, the PostgreSQL database and the Bootstrap front-end framework along with jQuery.

If you feel very comfortable with object-oriented programming, or feel like you want a bit more flexibility in
your code style, you might take a look at Ruby with the Sinatra framework—and also PostgreSQL, Bootstrap and jQuery.

Finally, WordPress development is a good way to get your feet wet in its own ecosystem. I’m not sure if I’d say that WordPress is the paradigm of beautiful software development, but it’s hard to argue with the market share and plugin ecosystem that has grown up around this very successful, very user-friendly system.

**Conclusion**

It sometimes seems as if all software development is becoming Web development. That’s obviously an exaggeration, but the demand for Web developers, and the number of interesting projects for such developers, continues to surge. It doesn’t matter very much what language or technology you learn; the important thing is to learn the Web mindset and try to figure out what niche of this growing industry you want to be a part of or benefit from.

---

Reuven M. Lerner is a Web developer, consultant and trainer. He recently completed his PhD in Learning Sciences from Northwestern University. You can read his blog, Twitter feed and newsletter at http://lerner.co.il. Reuven lives with his wife and three children in Modi’in, Israel.

Send comments or feedback via http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

**Resources**

The Python language home page is at http://python.org. The site includes not only software downloads, but also extensive documentation and tutorials.

The Flask home page is at http://flask.pocoo.org. This includes links to the code, documentation, tutorials, examples and an official list of Flask extensions. The Django framework is at https://www.djangoproject.com, also with extensive documentation and code samples.
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end
Days Between Dates: the Counting

Dave continues developing a script to calculate how many days ago a specific date was—and finds that there are bugs!

In my last article, we began an exploration of date math by validating a given date specified by the user, then explored how GNU date offers some slick math capabilities, but has some inherent limitations, the most notable of which is that it isn’t on 100% of all Linux and UNIX systems.

So here, let’s continue the development by adding the date math itself. For this script, the goal is to answer the question of how many days have transpired between the specified date and the current date. The necessary algorithm has obvious applications in the broader “date A to date B” puzzle, but let’s defer that for another time.

Remember also that we’re talking about dates, not time, so it’s not counting 24-hour increments but simply the number of days. So running the completed script at 11:59pm will offer a different result from at 12:01am, just a few seconds later.

To start, let’s grab the current month, day and year. There’s a neat eval trick we can use to do this:

```
eval $(date "+%m,%d,%Y")
```

This instantiates `thismon` to the current month, `thisday` to the current day of the month, `thisyear` to the current year and `dayofyear` to the numeric day number into the year of the current day, all in a single line—neat.

The user-specified starting date already is broken down into day of month, month of year and year, so once the current month, day and year are identified, there are four parts to the equation:
1. How many years have transpired \( \times 365 \).

2. How many days were left in the starting year.

3. How many days have transpired since the beginning of this year.

4. Compensate for leap years in the interim period.

The first test demonstrates the nuances in this calculation because if we’re calculating the number of days since, say, Nov 15, 1996, and today, Jun 3, 2014, we don’t want to count \( 365 \times (2014-1996) \) because both the start and end years will be wrong. In fact, better math is to use this formula:

\[
365 \times (\text{thisyear} - \text{starting year} - 2)
\]

But, that’s not right either. What happens if the starting date is Jun 1, 2014, and the end date is Jun 3, 2014? That should then produce a zero value, as it also would if the start date was Mar 1, 2013, even though 2014–2013=1. Here’s my first stab at this chunk of code:

```bash
if [ $( $(thisyear - $startyear) ) -gt 2 ]; then
    elapsed=$(( $(thisyear - $startyear - 2) ))
basedays=$(( elapsed * 365 ))
else
    basedays=0
fi
```

Now that isn’t taking into account leap years, is it? So instead, let’s try doing it differently to tap into the `isleap` function too:

```bash
if [ $(( $(thisyear - $startyear) ) -gt 2 ) ]; then
    # loop from year to year, counting years and adding +1
    # for leap years as needed
    theyear=$startyear
    while [ $theyear -ne $thisyear ]; do
        isleap $ theyear
        if [ -n "$leapyear" ]; then
            elapsed=$(( $elapsed + 1 ))
            echo "(adding 1 day to account for $theyear being a leap year)"
        fi
        elapsed=$(( $elapsed + 365 ))
        theyear=$(( $theyear + 1 ))
    done
fi
```

Fast and easy. When I run this block against 1993 as a starting year, it informs me:

(adding 1 day to account for 1996 being a leap year)
(adding 1 day to account for 2000 being a leap year)
(adding 1 day to account for 2004 being a leap year)
(adding 1 day to account for 2008 being a leap year)
(adding 1 day to account for 2012 being a leap year)
7670 days transpired between end of 1993 and beginning of this year
For the second step in the algorithm, calculating the number of days from the specified starting date to the end of that particular year, well, that too has an edge case of it being the current year.

For the second step in the algorithm, calculating the number of days from the specified starting date to the end of that particular year, well, that too has an edge case of it being the current year. If not, it’s a calculation that can be done by summing up the days of each of the previous months plus the number of days into the month of the starting date, then subtracting that from the total days in that particular year (since we have to factor in leap years, which means we have to consider whether the date occurs before or after Feb 29), or we can do the same basic equation, but sum up the days after the specified date. In the latter case, we can be smart about the leap day by tracking whether February is included.

The basic code assumes we have an array of days-per-month for each of the 12 months or some other way to calculate that value. In fact, the original script included this snippet:

```bash
case $mon in
  1|3|5|7|8|10|12 ) dim=31 ;; # most common value
  4|6|9|11 ) dim=30 ;;
  2 ) dim=29 ;; # is it a leap year?
  * ) dim=-1 ;; # unknown month
esac
```

A logical approach would be to turn this into a short function that can do double duty. That’s easily done by wrapping it in:

```bash
function daysInMonth {
}
```

With that, it’s a matter of stepping through the remaining months, although be alert for the leap year calculation we need to do if month = 2 (Feb). The program has February always having 29 days, so if it isn’t a leap year, we need to subtract one day to compensate:

```bash
if [ $thisyear -ne $startyear ] ; then
  monthsleft=$(( $startmon + 1 ))
  daysleftinyear=0
while [ $monthsleft -le 12 ] ; do
  if [ $monthsleft -eq 2 ] ; then # February. leap year?
    # leap year
    if [ -n "$leapyear" ] ; then
      daysleftinyear=$(( $daysleftinyear + 1 )) # feb 29!
    fi
fi
```

```bash
  # is it a leap year?
  isleap $startyear

  # February. leap year?
  if [ -n "$leapyear" ] ; then
    daysleftinyear=$(( $daysleftinyear + 1 )) # feb 29!
  fi
fi
```
The last part is to calculate how many days are left in the starting date’s month, again worrying about those pesky leap years. This is only necessary if the start year is different from the current year and the start month is different from the current month. In the case that we’re in the same year, as you’ll see, we can use “day of year” and calculate things differently.

Here’s the block of code:

```bash
if [ $startyear -ne $thisyear -a $startmon -ne $thismon ] ; then
  daysInMonth $startmon
  if [ $startmon -eq 2 ] ; then   # edge case: February
    isleap $startyear
    if [ -z "$leapyear" ] ; then
      dim=$(( $dim - 1 ))  # dim = days in month
    fi
    fi
  daysleftinmon=$(( $dim - $startday ))
  echo "calculated $daysleftinmon days left in the startmon"
fi
```
Hm...\(365 \times 10 = 3650\). Add a few days for the leap year, and that seems wrong, doesn’t it?

We have a few useful variables that now need to be added to the “elapsed” variable: \texttt{daysleftinyear} is how many days were left in the start year, and \texttt{dayofyear} is the current day number in the current year (June 3, for example, is day 154). For clarity, I add it like this:

```bash
# echo calculated $daysleftinyear days left in the specified year
elapsed=$(( $elapsed + daysleftinyear ))
# and, finally, the number of days into the current year
elapsed=$(( $elapsed + $dayofyear ))
# echo "Calculated that $startmon/$startday/$startyear \'
# was $elapsed days ago.""
```

With that, let’s test the script with a few different inputs:

```bash
$ sh daysago.sh 8 3 1980
The date you specified -- 8-3-1980 -- is valid. Continuing...
12419 days transpired between end of 1980 and beginning of this year
calculated 28 days left in the startmon
calculated 122 days left in the specified year
Calculated that 8/3/1980 was 12695 days ago.
$ sh daysago.sh 6 3 2004
The date you specified -- 6-3-2004 -- is valid. Continuing...
3653 days transpired between end of 2004 and beginning of this year
calculated 184 days left in the specified year
Calculated that 6/3/2004 was 3991 days ago.
```

Hmm...\(365 \times 10 = 3650\). Add a few days for the leap year, and that seems wrong, doesn’t it? Like it’s one year too many or something? Worse, look what happens if I go back exactly two years ago:

```bash
$ sh daysago.sh 6 3 2012
The date you specified -- 6-3-2012 -- is valid. Continuing...
0 days transpired between end of 2012 and beginning of this year
calculated 184 days left in the specified year
Calculated that 6/3/2012 was 338 days ago.
```

Something is definitely wrong. That should be \(2 \times 365\). But it’s not. Bah. Phooey. In my next article, we’ll dig in and try to figure out what’s wrong!

---

Dave Taylor has been hacking shell scripts for more than 30 years. Really. He’s the author of the popular \textit{Wicked Cool Shell Scripts} and can be found on Twitter as @DaveTaylor and more generally at his tech site http://www.AskDaveTaylor.com.

---
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Not So Dynamic Updates

Kyle covers some of the headaches and gotchas when deploying servers to cloud environments that hand out completely random IPs.

Typically when a network is under my control, I like my servers to have static IPs. Whether the IPs are truly static (hard-coded into network configuration files on the host) or whether I configure a DHCP server to make static assignments, it’s far more convenient when you know a server always will have the same IP. Unfortunately, in the default Amazon EC2 environment, you don’t have any say over your IP address. When you spawn a server in EC2, Amazon’s DHCP server hands out a somewhat random IP address. The server will maintain that IP address even through reboots as long as the host isn’t shut down. If you halt the machine, the next time it comes up, it likely will be on a different piece of hardware and will have a new IP.

dhclient Overrides
To deal with this unpredictable IP address situation, through the years, I’ve leaned heavily on dynamic DNS updates within my EC2 environments. When a host starts for the first time and gets configured, or any time the IP changes, the host will update internal DNS servers with the new IP. Generally this approach has worked well for me, but it has one complication. If I controlled the DHCP server, I would configure it with the IP addresses of my DNS servers. Since Amazon controls DHCP, I have to configure my hosts to override the DNS servers they get from DHCP with mine. I use the ISC DHCP client, so that means adding three lines to the /etc/dhcp/dhclient.conf file on a Debian-based system:

```
supersede domain-name "example.com";
supersede domain-search "dev.example.com", "example.com";
supersede domain-name-servers 10.34.56.78, 10.34.56.79;
```

With those options, once the
network has been restarted (or the machine reboots), these settings will end up in my /etc/resolv.conf:

domain example.com
search dev.example.com example.com
nameserver 10.34.56.78
nameserver 10.34.56.79

I’ve even gone so far as to add a bash script under /etc/dhcp/dhclient-exit-hooks.d/ that fires off after I get a new lease. For fault tolerance, I have multiple puppetmasters, and if you were to perform a DNS query for the puppet hostname, you would get back multiple IPs. These exit hook scripts perform a DNS query to try to identify the puppetmaster that is closest to it and adds a little-known setting to resolv.conf called sortlist. The sortlist setting tells your resolver that in the case when a query returns multiple IPs to favor the specific IP or subnets in this line. So for instance, if the puppetmaster I want to use has an IP of 10.72.52.100, I would add the following line to my resolv.conf:

```
sortlist 10.72.52.100/255.255.255.255
```

The next time I query the hostname that returns multiple A records, it always will favor this IP first even though it returns multiple IPs. If you use ping, you can test this and see that it always pings the host you specify in sortlist, even if a dig or nslookup returns multiple IPs in random order. In the event that the first host goes down, if your client has proper support for multiple A records, it will fail over to the next host in the list.

**dhclient Is Not So Dynamic**

This method of wrangling a bit of order into such a dynamic environment as EC2 has worked well for me, overall. That said, it isn’t without a few complications. The main challenge with a system like this is that the IPs of my DNS servers themselves might change. No problem, you might say. Since I control my dhclient.conf with a configuration management system, I can just push out the new dhclient.conf. The only problem with this approach is that dhclient does not offer any way that I have been able to find to reload the dhclient.conf configuration file without restarting dhclient itself (which means bouncing the network). See, if you controlled the DHCP server, you could update the DHCP server’s DNS settings, and it would push out to clients when they ask for their next lease. In my case, a DNS server IP change meant...
generating a network blip throughout the entire environment.

I discovered this requirement the hard way. I had respawned a DNS server and pushed out the new IP to the dhclient.conf on all of my servers. As a belt-and-suspenders approach, I also made sure that the /etc/resolv.conf file was updated by my configuration management system to show the new IP. The change pushed out and everything looked great, so I shut down the DNS server. Shortly after that, disaster struck.

I started noticing that a host would have internal health checks time out; the host became sluggish and unresponsive, and long after my resolv.conf change should have made it to the host, it seemed it was updating the file again. When I examined the resolv.conf on faulty systems, I noticed it had the old IP scheme configured even though the DNS servers with that information were long gone. What I eventually realized was that even though I updated dhclient.conf, the dhclient script itself never grabbed those changes, so after a few hours when it renewed its lease, it overwrote resolv.conf with the old DNS IPs it had configured!

The Blip Heard Round the World
I realized that basically every host in this environment was going to renew its lease within the next few hours, so the network needed to be bounced on every single host to accept the new dhclient.conf. My team scrambled to stage the change on groups of servers at a time. The real problem was less that dhclient changes required a network blip, but more that the network blip was more like an outage that lasted a few seconds. We have database clusters that don’t take kindly to the network being removed. At least, they view it (rightly so) as a failure on the host and immediately trigger failover and recovery of the database cluster. The hosts seemed to be taking way longer than they should to bounce their network, were triggering cluster failovers, and in some cases, required some manual intervention to fix things.

Fortunately for us, this issue affected only the development environment, but we needed to respawn DNS servers in production as well and definitely couldn’t handle that kind of disruption there. I started researching the problem and after confirming that there was no way to update dhclient.conf without bouncing the network, I turned to why it took so long to restart the network. My dhclient-exit-hook script was the smoking gun. Inside the script, I slept for five seconds to make sure the network was up and then
performed a dig request. This meant that when restarting the network, the DNS queries configured for the old IPs would time out and cause the host to pause before the network was up. The fix was for me to replace the sleep and dig query with a template containing a simple echo to append my sortlist entry to resolv.conf. My configuration management system would do the DNS query itself and update the template. With the new, faster script in place, I saw that my network restarts barely caused a network blip at all. Once I deployed that new exit hook, I was able to bounce the network on any host without any ill effects. The final proof was when I pushed changes to DNS server IPs in production with no issues.

Kyle Rankin is a Sr. Systems Administrator in the San Francisco Bay Area and the author of a number of books, including *The Official Ubuntu Server Book*, *Knoppix Hacks* and *Ubuntu Hacks*. He is currently the president of the North Bay Linux Users’ Group.
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First Health, Now Recreation

What’s more fun than working with Linux? Playing with Linux!

In my last article, I talked about the various techie ways I personally manage the health and exercise issues in my life. This time, I want to talk about nerdy entertainment, and how technology influences the fun parts of my day-to-day existence. Not that health and exercise aren’t fun—but, you know what I mean. Let’s consider these two articles a “summer vacation” from the server room and command line. For those of you in the southern hemisphere, it can be an extended winter break. For my next article, I’ll put my virtual work clothes on and teach some Linux, but here it’s about making technology serve our entertainment whims.

Games
Let’s face it, sometimes it rains and you can’t go outside. Sometimes it’s too sunny, and if you go outside you’ll burn. And sometimes, you’re an insomniac, up all night with nothing to comfort you but the pale blue glow of a monitor. Whatever excuse you need to tell yourself, gaming on Linux is better than it’s ever been (Figure 1).

Steam: Few things have helped the Linux gaming scene as much as the folks at Valve providing a native Linux version of the Steam platform. No, not all games are available for Linux, but there is a surprisingly large number that is. Whether you like to shoot zombies with the Left-4-Dead franchise or prefer to play indie games, which often have incredible gameplay while sacrificing big-budget special effects, Steam
is a resource for tons of awesome games. Download the client and start building your library now: http://www.steampowered.com. (If you don’t like Steam, check out Desura, which is a similar concept: http://www.desura.com.)

Android: Just saying “Android” isn’t really specific enough anymore. Google’s mobile operating system is getting embedded into more and more products every day. In this particular case, however, I’m referring to phones and tablets. Although there certainly are epic games available for Android, I find the quick and challenging games are the most fun. While I personally never understood the draw of games like Flappy Bird, I will admit to hours invested into Angry Birds and Candy Crush (Figure 2). In fact, Android is becoming such

Figure 1. GT Racing has awesome graphics, incredible gameplay and is fairly easy to play.
a gaming platform, many games are being cross-compiled for PCs and Android (https://play.google.com/store/apps/category/GAME).

**Ouya, Fire TV and Roku:** Remember plugging your Atari 2600 in to the black-and-white television and playing *Pac-Man* with a single-button joystick? No? Fine. Do you remember plugging your Nintendo in to the living-room TV and playing *Legend of Zelda* with a boxy controller? Well, even if your earliest console gaming memories are of *Wii Bowling*, the latest Android-powered gaming devices should be reminiscent of those old days, with a modern twist. Gaming and streaming entertainment are starting to merge together as the platforms mature, and devices like the Roku are proof. Whether you want to stream old

---

*Figure 2. Perhaps the birds are angry that we keep forcing them to hurl themselves at pigs.*
You even can make individual videos available off-line for those rainy camping trips out of cell tower range.

episodes of *Star Trek* or flinging angry birds at naughty pigs, these new console devices are easy to use and fun to play with ([http://www.ouya.com](http://www.ouya.com), [http://amazon.com/firetv](http://amazon.com/firetv) and [http://www.roku.com](http://www.roku.com)).

**Humble Bundle:** I’ve mentioned the Humble Bundle folks before. It’s a great organization that sells Indie products and raises money for charities. As it happens, it also supports Linux and Android platforms with most of its game releases. Be sure to read closely, however, because although the Humble Bundle folks try to find developers who support cross-platform gaming, sometimes the “bundles” are Windows-only. Because there’s typically a new bundle every few weeks, it’s not usually a big deal, however. Just be careful before you click.

**Video**
I already used the rain excuse, and the insomnia excuse is just depressing, but whatever your reason for being inside, watching the television is a time-honored way to kill the time. Healthy? Probably not, but that was last article’s topic; here it’s all about fun. And personally, I love to watch the TV!

**Plex:** I’ve written in length about Plex and Plexmediaserver in past issues, so I won’t belabor the point much more. It’s impossible to talk about Linux-based video-watching without bringing up one of my favorite consumption methods though, so here it is. Plex is awesome. You can watch your personal video collection on a plane, in a car, in a box, with a fox—anywhere you happen to be, your video collection is available to you. You even can make individual videos available off-line for those rainy camping trips out of cell tower range. My only remaining frustration with Plex? It doesn’t support playlists. Thankfully, that’s in the works for future versions ([http://www.plex.tv](http://www.plex.tv)). For playback on your own network, it’s hard to beat the XBMC interface, which is what I still use on our TVs ([http://www.xbmc.org](http://www.xbmc.org)).

**Roku and Fire TV:** I know, I
mentioned these in the gaming section, but gaming is really a secondary function. These are both Android-based streaming devices. The Roku has a huge market share, which is interesting because it doesn’t actually produce or stream content of its own. I find that refreshing, because it means the platform doesn’t favor one video source over another. The Amazon Fire TV, on the other hand, does favor Amazon products. This isn’t shocking, but it does admittedly allow for a number of third-party apps. Both devices support Netflix and Hulu, and have a native Plex app! If you want Plex on a television, it’s hard to beat a Roku or FireTV (Figure 3).

**Backyard Drive-in:** It might sound cheesy, but if you’re a little adventurous, an outdoor movie screening is incredibly fun. Make sure there are blankets for the ground, or some chairs, and provide bug spray along with the popcorn. I actually recommend using a yard fogger to

Figure 3. The Amazon Fire TV is a media streamer and a low-end gaming system. The interface is sleek, and if you’re an Amazon user, it will be convenient.
keep the bugs at bay. The tech side is fairly simple. Find a light-colored building or hang up a white bed sheet, and use a projector to create your outdoor “theater”. It helps to have some good speakers, and tons of popcorn. I find 1980s action movies or cheesy B-rate horror films to be the best choices, but your tastes will likely vary. The fun part for the kids is waiting until after dark to start the movie. They almost never last through the whole movie, but it’s fun for the whole family (Figure 4).

**Music**

**Streaming Music:** We’ve gotten to the point with music that finding ways to get songs is super simple. Tools like Google Music’s matching program (or iTunes “Match” subscription service) mean our music is always available.
to us from the cloud. Oddly, I don’t own very much music, because I’m fickle and switch tastes often. For me, the streaming services like Pandora are ideal, because based on my likes and dislikes, they pick songs I’ll probably enjoy. And, they’re usually correct. Like I mentioned, there are tons of platforms for music. Rhapsody, Spotify, Last.FM,

Figure 5. My first mobile speaker attempt is a bit sad. Still, it works in a pinch. The next version will be much nicer!
Pandora, Google Music—whatever style of consumption appeals to your particular taste is available.

**Music Hardware:** I know, you’re thinking, “Shawn, ‘music hardware’ is called ‘speakers’”, but I mean more than just speakers. For instance, I like to listen to audiobooks in the shower. It means that a good book will sometimes result in running out of hot water, but I still enjoy listening to them nevertheless. I tried a wide variety of Bluetooth-enabled shower speakers, and quite frankly, they all stink. I’m hoping someone has found one that is loud enough for old deaf people like me, but so far, I have a drawer full of tinny-sounding Bluetooth devices with suction cups. If you know of a good Bluetooth speaker designed for the shower, please let me know! I’ll be sure to write about it in a future issue and give you praise and credit!

Something I’ve been working on more recently is a portable speaker system for the backyard. I could open the window and jam a speaker into it, but I really want to control the music from my phone. My current solution is to cram some powered speakers into a laundry basket, and connect it to something like the D-Link WiFi Audio Extender so I can stream wirelessly to wherever I set the basket. In fact, the folks at D-Link sent me their newest model (the DCH-M225), and I’m going to try to make a proper weekend project out of building the perfect portable jam center. If it works, I’ll write about it in a future issue. If it fails, I’ll probably post sad pictures on our Twitter feed (Figure 5).

**Books, Mmmm, Books**
I love reading. This is probably not a surprise, since I’m a writer, a nerd, socially awkward and get a sunburn from thinking warm thoughts. I’ve spent a lot of time indoors, and a lot of that time has been in faraway places with aliens and trolls. When I was younger, I had to brave the outdoors long enough to walk the couple miles to the local library. Now, I have an endless supply of alternate realities at the literal tips of my fingers. And the eBook revolution has only just begun!

**Audible:** I must admit, my hectic lifestyle means that most of my reading is done while I’m driving my kids from one appointment or sporting event to the next. (My kids, unlike their father, are fairly athletic—I don’t understand genetics.) Since reading a book while driving is illegal and a poor example for my kids, I tend to listen to books more than read them. Audible is a great way to get
the most recent books delivered seamlessly. The Android app will sync your spot with a Kindle eBook if you buy both versions, so you can read at stoplights if you really prefer the written word. I don’t suggest that

Figure 6. The Overdrive app is really slick, but is only as useful as the selection your library offers. (Photo courtesy of http://overdrive.com.)
though, as it seems dangerous!  

**Non-Audible Audiobooks:**
The only downside of audiobooks is the cost. Mind you, the cost is understandable, because the author, narrator and entire production crew deserve to be paid for their work, but it means that instead of $7 for a paperback, it’s $25 for a performance. There are other audiobook resellers, but the selections are never as good as Audible, and the prices aren’t much better. Thankfully, there’s another option, depending on where you live—the library.

Unfortunately, the availability of audiobooks varies widely from library to library. When I lived in a city, my local library had more audiobooks than I ever could listen to, plus, the librarians almost always would buy a book if I requested they add it to their library! Now that we’re in a small town, the local library doesn’t have the budget to carry a large selection. Your library might be able to import physical copies of audiobooks for you, but the online digital stuff is really the nicest. If you have friends or relatives in a big city who don’t use their local library, perhaps you could work out a deal with them. I’ll leave the moral implications up to you to sort out.

Generally with a library, you get free access to a number of audiobooks at a time. The Overdrive app is the standard method used to access those books. Libraries still are sorting out DRM issues, and some books are available only on Windows-compatible listening devices. That really annoys me, so I tend to find ways to strip the DRM from the books and listen to them on whatever darn device I want (generally an Android device running the SmartAudiobook Player [http://www.linuxjournal.com/content/android-candy-smartaudiobook-player](http://www.linuxjournal.com/content/android-candy-smartaudiobook-player)). Again, there are moral implications. Nevertheless, the library is a great resource for audiobooks. Sometimes, the selection is amazing. Even if it isn’t, contact the librarians—sometimes they have a budget for ordering more books, but they’re just waiting for requests. Find the app at [http://omc.overdrive.com](http://omc.overdrive.com), and ask at your local library about its digital options (Figure 6).

**Book Books**
I know, for many of you, nothing ever will replace dead tree pulp and ink. I still painfully remember the years of Letters to the Editor sharing everyone’s frustration when *Linux Journal* switched to digital. Thankfully, eBooks and their reading devices continue to improve year after year.
Now, like with music, there are so many ways to get and read eBooks, it can be overwhelming.

**The Standard Stores:** Amazon (Kindle), Barnes & Noble (Nook), Apple (iDevices), Google Play (Android devices), plus a ton of smaller companies sell eBooks. With most companies, the idea is to lock you in to their ecosystem, so you always will buy from them instead of bargain shopping for the best price. This is both good and bad. Companies like Amazon make the purchasing and reading experience so seamless and pain-free that it’s hard to go elsewhere, even if a book might be less expensive from a competitor. You’re paying for convenience along with the book itself.

It’s certainly possible to install all the major apps on your Android device and read a book on whatever platform you could buy it for the cheapest, but most of us tend to like a consistent interface and don’t want our book selections splintered across various cloud accounts. I’m horribly guilty of this, and I tend to buy all my books from one particular vendor. In fact, it wasn’t until I started buying eBook bundles from Humble Bundle that I had to rethink my eBook collection.

**Humble Bundle:** Yes, the same folks who provide the awesome selection of games on a regular basis now also provide eBook bundles. The bundles usually contain books from authors I love, and I really like to support the charities by purchasing books. You pay what you want, and the money gets split among various charities along with the author. (As it happens, Linux users are always the top contributors per capita. Go freedom!)

These DRM-free eBooks are just downloads and aren’t part of any cloud ecosystem. That meant I had to come up with some way to consolidate my eBook library in one place. Thankfully, Calibre (http://www.linuxjournal.com/content/calibre-cloud) is a great tool for managing an eBook collection. Yes, it means stripping some DRM off my Amazon books, but having all my books in one “library” is like a salve for my OCD.
The Overdrive Library Again:
Remember the Overdrive program for listening to audiobooks from the library? Well it also does eBooks and includes an app for reading the library-loaned eBooks you check out. I do think it allows for an unfortunate side effect in that going to the library is no longer necessary for reading books, but that’s just nostalgia on my part. I’m thrilled libraries are evolving, and I urge you to check out your local library’s digital collection!

Oyster: Finally, I leave you with Oyster. You may have read about it in the UpFront section of this issue, as it won this month’s Editors’ Choice award. Oyster is basically the Netflix of the book world. With a $9.95 subscription and an app on your phone and/or tablet, you get unlimited access to more than a half-million books! Read about it in the UpFront section, or surf over to http://www.oysterbooks.com for more details and a free 30-day trial.

Build Your Own Adventure
Honestly, after all the years of working as a sysadmin, writing for Linux Journal and just being a geek, my favorite Linux pastime is learning. I love to build projects like BirdCam (http://birds.brainofshawn.com). I’m excited every time I can solve a household problem with a Raspberry Pi (the digital fireplace in my family room, for instance). And it’s all I can do not to quit writing this article so I can go build my outdoor, mobile, wireless speaker system for streaming music in the backyard.

Whatever your favorite Linux adventure might be, hopefully some of the things I discussed here make those adventures more fun. At the very least, I hope you check out your local library to see what sort of digital offerings it provides. It’s awesome to see an establishment as old as the library move into the next phase of free knowledge sharing. Libraries understood the idea of open source before the term even meant something. Enjoy the rest of your summer (or winter!) everyone, and get ready for next issue, when we’re back in the classroom.

Shawn Powers is the Associate Editor for Linux Journal. He’s also the Gadget Guy for LinuxJournal.com, and he has an interesting collection of vintage Garfield coffee mugs. Don’t let his silly hairdo fool you, he’s a pretty ordinary guy and can be reached via e-mail at shawn@linuxjournal.com. Or, swing by the #linuxjournal IRC channel on Freenode.net.
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Bitwig Studio

Bitwig recently announced innovations complementary to Bitwig Studio, a dynamic software solution for music creation and performance to realize one’s musical ideas at every stage of production. The first innovation is the new Community Controllers section of the application’s Web site, which is dedicated to Bitwig Studio’s capabilities for deep integration with just about any hardware controller. This integration is possible due to the Bitwig Open Controller API, an open-source JavaScript platform allowing virtually anyone to create, share and collaborate on powerful controller scripts. A wide range of controllers already are available, ranging from those containing only a few knobs or buttons to elaborate keyboards with motorized faders, colored pads, rotary encoders with LEDs and color displays. A related innovation is the new Community Controllers Library, an archive of the latest controller scripts from the Bitwig Community. Bitwig users already have begun hacking, modifying and creating control scripts from scratch, collaborating with others and sharing their work. The two repositories are destined to open a wide range of new integration possibilities with Bitwig Studio.

http://www.bitwig.com

Glacier Computer Fusion 7

Glacier Computer believes that its new Fusion 7 Rugged Android Tablet is the device that will cause the industrial marketplace to embrace the Android platform and all of its advantages fully. The Fusion 7 extends the Glacier Computer product line of rugged industrial PCs—including rugged tablets, portable hand-held devices and fixed mounted data collection computers—that typically are used in harsh industrial environments where a standard PC cannot survive. Glacier states that the Fusion 7 is compact, light and feature-rich, enabling businesses and their mobile users to add efficiencies throughout the operation while providing a capital asset with an extended useful life and a superior ROI. The Fusion 7 combines the advanced power management and memory management capabilities of Android enabling more than one million applications to run on the typically rugged Glacier device. To ease transition to the new OS, Glacier is collaborating with The Allen Group and SOTI, which will enable broader adoption of the Android OS within the traditional Windows environments of the industrial marketplace.

http://www.glaciercomputer.com
CloudMask’s Secure Data Masking for Governments

Governments have unique needs and security requirements, and any loss of confidentiality in government affairs can have far-reaching consequences. To meet these needs, CloudMask has unveiled a Secure Data Masking for Governments solution. The new offering brings the security, performance and scalability of the enterprise-class SaaS CloudMask solution to fulfill the requirements of governments. CloudMask elaborates that its advanced masking technology “neutralizes the risks of data breaches by enabling users to apply end-to-end (E2E) encryption and tokenization to their data. This occurs at the moment of creation, and data remains protected throughout its lifecycle. This is a very different approach from existing solutions that encrypt data while it is in transit and/or at-storage, while leaving it exposed during server processing.”

No VPN, encryption gateway or any other hardware encryption devices are required. The CloudMask solution has been evaluated by the Canadian Federal Government for integration with its security infrastructure and currently is going through Common Criteria Certification to meet the security certification required to operate with governments in 26 countries.

http://www.cloudmask.com

BitRock’s InstallBuilder

No matter what OS you throw at it, the BitRock’s InstallBuilder packaging and deployment platform can help you build a cross-platform installer for it. InstallBuilder, now in version 9, is a development tool for creating cross-platform installers, native packages, DVDs and CD-ROMs. It provides an intuitive graphical development environment, making it easy to learn and use, and an XML-based project format that allows for collaborative development, version control and integration with automated build and test environments. From one project file and build environment, developers can build installers for Linux, Windows, Mac OS X, Solaris, FreeBSD, HP-UX, AIX, IRIX, IBM iSeries and pSeries and other platforms. The latest version enables the creation of cross-platform installers up to 25% faster and 20% smaller than previous versions. HTML license support, a feature previously available only for Qt, is now available for all InstallBuilder users.

http://installbuilder.bitrock.com
Omnibond Systems’ acilos

What is the most logical anagram of “acilos”? It’s “social”, of course, and social media is what Omnibond Systems’ acilos is all about. More precisely, acilos is a so-called personal social-media valet, a personal Web application that helps users aggregate, filter, customize and send updates to social-media feeds from Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram—all in a single, simple interface. The free and open-source acilos grew out of an internal need at Omnibond to deal with the sheer volume of social-media content. The resulting tool was acilos, and due to Omnibond’s commitment to the Open Source community, the company decided to share acilos with the rest of the world. Now acilos’ source is fully accessible and open for contributors to help develop the next levels of personal social interaction and to add their preferred social-media accounts. acilos is available at GitHub, Amazon Web Services and the application’s Web site.

http://www.acilos.com

Jordan Tigani and Siddartha Naidu’s Google BigQuery Analytics (Wiley)

Do you want to be an expert in Google BigQuery and the BigQuery API? Your tutors to reach that goal are authors Jordan Tigani and Siddartha Naidu, who have penned the new Wiley book title Google BigQuery Analytics. The book’s contents demonstrate how to use BigQuery effectively, avoid common mistakes and execute sophisticated queries against large data sets. Targeted at business and data analysts who want the latest tips on running complex queries and writing code to communicate with the BigQuery API, the book uses real-world examples to demonstrate current best practices and techniques. Other covered topics include explanation and demonstration of streaming ingestion, transformation via Hadoop in Google Compute engine, AppEngine datastore integration and using GVis with Tableau to generate charts of query results. In addition to the mechanics of BigQuery, the book also covers the architecture of the underlying Dremel query engine, providing a thorough understanding that leads to better query results. A companion Web site includes all code and data sets from the book.

http://www.wiley.com
CA Technologies’ CA arcserve Unified Data Protection

The upgraded CA arcserve Unified Data Protection (UDP) is so transformative, says IT solution provider CA Technologies, that it renders “point solutions” for backup and recovery obsolete. The company describes CA arcserve UDP as an easy-to-use solution providing cost-effective backup and “Assured Recovery” across mixed IT environments, helping businesses boost the availability of critical systems. The key selling point for the new version is simplicity, reducing the cost and complexity of deploying multiple point solutions. A new unified architecture and recovery point server drive a full range of highly efficient data protection capabilities for physical and virtual environments through a simple, Web-based user console. CA arcserve UDP provides more than 30 new marquee features to give businesses and service providers precise and flexible functionality to meet stringent service-level and recovery objectives. The solution comes in five editions so that customers buy just the right level of protection, all of which support Linux, UNIX and Microsoft Windows systems.

http://www.arcserve.com

Hazelcast Enterprise

On the same day that Larry Ellison announced Oracle’s In-Memory Computing strategy, the company Hazelcast announced Hazelcast Enterprise, the company’s own commercial In-Memory Computing solution. Hazelcast provides a radically different vision of In-Memory Computing driven by open-source, commodity hardware and open standards. Hazelcast is a leading open-source In-Memory Data Grid and is available under the Apache software license. Meanwhile, Hazelcast Enterprise extends the open-source Hazelcast core with commercial features and is a commercially licensed software offering. The features in the enterprise offering that extend the Hazelcast open core include .NET and C++ clients, off-heap memory, improved Web sessions, Tomcat 6 and 7 Web sessions clustering, WAN copy, WAN replication to enterprise and improved security. Hazelcast itself also features the “Stabilizer”, a sophisticated stress and load-testing system for ensuring the reliability of production-scale grid systems.

http://hazelcast.com

Please send information about releases of Linux-related products to newproducts@linuxjournal.com or New Products c/o Linux Journal, PO Box 980985, Houston, TX 77098. Submissions are edited for length and content.
VAGRANT

Revolutionize your development work flow in a programmatic way using the powers of Vagrant.

RICHARD DELANEY
How many times you have been hit by unit tests failing because of environment differences between you and other team members? How easy is it to build your project and have it ready for development? Vagrant provides a method for creating repeatable development environments across a range of operating systems for solving these problems. It is a thin layer that sits on top of existing technologies that allows people working on a project to reproduce development environments with a single command: `vagrant up`.

Vagrant is open-source software, and it sees lots of contributions from its community in every release. It was first released in 2010. Its founder Mitchell Hashimoto founded the company HashiCorp to work on Vagrant and a number of other DevOps tools in November 2012. HashiCorp has since released a number of other tools that are worth checking out, such as Packer, Consul and Serf. These are for different areas of the development lifecycle.

Vagrant uses virtual machines from various providers. It allows for easy configuration using a Vagrantfile. This allows development teams to set up the virtual machine the same way every time in a programmable fashion. This repeatability encourages developers to tear down and bring up environments more often. The development environment that all team members are developing against now can be “stored” in the version control system in such a way that anyone (new or otherwise) can have an environment set up after issuing a single command.

Continuous integration systems can use the same method. Building an environment and setting up a project in this way allows the developer to be sure that once other environments are provisioned in the same way, the project will run as it did in development. Environment-specific unit test failures is a class of problems completely removed by Vagrant.

Vagrant takes the building and provisioning of your software from tribal knowledge within your team to a reproducible provisioning script that is stored alongside your code. Others can read your Vagrantfile and provisioning scripts and have your project working on their system in minutes. This helps integrate new developers into your team quickly. It is easier to enable cross-team development within a larger company as it’s easier to get up and running with a project. It also allows designers or technical writers to get quick...
access to your project without having to know any technical details about how to set up your project.

**Vagrant Technologies**

Originally, Vagrant supported only VirtualBox as a provider. A provider is the underlying virtualization technology that Vagrant will interact with. At the time of this writing, Vagrant supports a wide variety of providers, VMware, hyper-v and, most recently, Docker. Vagrant only ships with VirtualBox support by default. Other providers can be added as plugins using Vagrant's plugin system. For the purpose of this article, I use VirtualBox as the provider, as it is the default, and is likely the most accessible to everyone. It is not the most performant provider; VMware in most cases out-performs it, and Docker (although it is not a drop-in replacement) is a very exciting technology in terms of speed and definitely is worth checking out.

The next configurable part of Vagrant is provisioner support. After a virtual machine has been started, Vagrant uses “provisioners” to provision the box in a repeatable way. This is done as part of bringing the virtual machine up in most cases. The simplest type of provisioner is “shell”, which runs a defined shell script at boot of the VM as the root user. More advanced provisioners, such as Salt, Chef and Puppet, also are available. In my workplace, we use Puppet to provision our virtual machines so as to better match our development systems with machines running in the production environments.

Depending on the provider, Vagrant also allows for “Synced Folders”; this allows very easy sharing of folders between the host and guest machine. This means every developer on your team can use a different IDE and tooling that runs on the host, and yet develop on the same guest machine. Vagrant makes these things incredibly easy to set up as you will see later in the article.

**How to Install Vagrant**

Vagrant has installers for all of the main operating systems: Windows, Linux (deb and rpm) and Mac OS X. This portability across host operating systems allows developers in a team to get the same local development experience on any environment.

For this article, I used Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, and I used the deb file from the downloads section of the Vagrant home page. For Linux distributions that don’t accept deb or rpm package
types, there is still the ability to run older versions of Vagrant, provided that the distribution has support for Ruby and Ruby gems, but this has been discontinued for newer releases of Vagrant.

If you have not already installed VirtualBox, you will need to install it. This can be done through the package manager, although I used the packages provided on the Oracle Web site.

This article uses Vagrant 1.6 and VirtualBox 4.3.

**Using Vagrant**

In this article, I run through setting up a project using Vagrant, including how to write the Vagrantfile, how to boot the virtual machine using Vagrant and interacting with that VM. The first thing you need is the base box on which you are going to build your project. A base box is a provider-specific bare-bones operating system disk image with some basic things installed. Vagrant uses SSH to connect to all its boxes, so an SSH server must be enabled, and a specific user must have SSH enabled. There are a number of other requirements to making a Vagrant-compatible box. The process is too involved for this article, but more specific instructions can be found on the Vagrant or specific providers’ Web sites. Vagrant, by default, expects a vagrant user on the box and the password (by convention) should be “vagrant”.

For the purpose of this article, you will use a publicly available base box. HashiCorp provide a base box for Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. To add a box to Vagrant:

```shell
$vagrant box add "hashicorp/precise32"
```

This command downloads the box from Vagrant cloud. Vagrant cloud is a service HashiCorp provides, which among other things offers box discovery. Community base boxes are uploaded and can be used. Vagrant knows that you are accessing a base box from the Vagrant cloud and will download it directly from there. Once downloaded, you will not need to download the base box again to use in other Vagrant projects on the same host. You can see available boxes by using the list command:

```shell
$vagrant box list
hashicorp/precise32 (virtualbox, 1.0.0)
```

Now that the box has been added, you will craft a basic Vagrantfile. A Vagrantfile is a Ruby file that sets up certain variables for your box. Here’s
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A basic Vagrantfile:

```ruby
Vagrant.configure("2") do |config|
  config.vm.box = "hashicorp/precise32"
end
```

This shows the power of Vagrant—with this simple file, an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS virtual guest machine can be created and started on any system Vagrant supports. To start the Vagrant VM, simply do the following:

```
vagrant up
```

It may take some time for the virtual machine to boot, but when the command returns to the prompt, you successfully have started your virtual machine. At this time, it might be worth opening the VirtualBox application so you can see the new virtual machine that has been created and ensure that it is marked as running.
As I mentioned previously, base boxes for use with Vagrant must be accessible via SSH. This allows you to attach to your new virtual machine simply by doing the following in the same directory as the Vagrantfile:

```
$ vagrant ssh
```

You will be left in a bash prompt in the virtual machine. In two commands, you have booted the VM and ssh’d in to the VM. One more thing to note before continuing on to using Vagrant more powerfully is that Vagrant, by default, shares the directory that the Vagrantfile is located in under the /vagrant folder. To demo this capability, while still in the SSH session, do the following:

**Guest machine:**

```
$ cd /vagrant
$ echo "test" > test
```

**Host machine:**

```
$ ls
test  Vagrantfile
```

As should be clear, you created a new file “test” on the guest, and the file appears in the same directory on the host. Vagrant uses VirtualBox shared folders to allow you to keep files in sync between the host and the guest very easily. This is especially useful when developing software projects using Vagrant when you want to be able to edit files locally and have those changes automatically appear in your development VM for testing purposes. It allows developers to run their choice of editor while developing on the same platform as anybody else in the team.

**Provisioning**

You’ve seen how to boot a simple virtual machine using Vagrant, so next, let’s look at how to provision that VM in a repeatable way. As already mentioned, Vagrant supports a wide range of provisioners, but for the sake of this article, bash scripts will be used due to their familiarity. Adding a provisioning step is a matter of adding a single line inside the configure block in the Vagrantfile. The bootstrap also can be an inline script, but for most cases, it makes sense to supply a script file that contains the provisioning steps.

Add the following bootstrap.sh script to the same directory as the Vagrantfile:

```
#!/usr/bin/env bash
# provisioning is run as root by default

# make sure system sources are up to date.
apt-get update
```
# install a web server

echo "==== Installing NGINX ===="
apt-get install -y nginx

echo "==== Start the NGINX Server ===="
service nginx start

This bootstrap script makes sure the system sources are up to date first. It then installs the nginx Web server. The provisioning is added to the Vagrantfile by adding the following line to the configure block so that your Vagrantfile now looks like this:

```ruby
Vagrant.configure("2") do |config|
  config.vm.box = "hashicorp/precise32"
  config.vm.provision :shell, :path => "bootstrap.sh"
end
```

To use the new provisioning, destroy the running VM. This will stop and remove the virtual machine. To destroy the VM, simply use the command `vagrant destroy`. The base box still will be available for use after running the destroy command. Now to test the new configuration, simply run `vagrant up`. When a provisioning step is present in the Vagrantfile, Vagrant automatically will provision the box once it has booted. You can turn off the provisioning by using the `--no-provision` flag.

When `vagrant up` is complete, you will be able to `ssh` in to the machine as before. As shown below, let’s make sure that the provisioning has been successful. Note that nginx is now installed on the system and running on the system:

```
$ vagrant ssh
$ which nginx
/usr/sbin/nginx
$ netstat -at | grep http
tcp 0 0 :80* http *:* LISTEN
```

The virtual machine has been provisioned, and nginx is set up and started. The Web server can be tested to be working, but it’s more difficult if you have to `ssh` in to the box to test this. Next, let’s look at how to configure networking.

The first option to access ports on your virtual machine is port forwarding. For this example, nginx serves http traffic on port 80. To forward the guest machine port 80 to port 8080 on the host, add the following line to the Vagrantfile:

```ruby
config.vm.network "forwarded_port", guest: 80, host: 8080
```

As before, destroy the VM and do another `vagrant up`. Once the virtual machine has been brought up and provisioned, the Web server can be
accessed on the host port 8080. On your favorite browser, visit http://localhost:8080/ to be greeted with the nginx home page. This is one of the easier ways to be able to connect to the virtual machine.

For example, let’s modify the bootstrap.sh to link the “html” directory in the Vagrant directory to the nginx root directory. This would be an example of doing simple static HTML Web site development. This could be distributed to anybody to modify the HTML on the host and immediately see the results on the guest.

The revised bootstrap looks like this:

```
#!/usr/bin/env bash
# provisioning is run as root by default

# make sure system sources are up to date.
apt-get update
# install a web server
echo "==== Installing NGINX ====
apt-get install -y nginx

echo "==== Start the NGINX Server ===="
service nginx start

echo "==== SymLink Test Directory ===="
ln -s /vagrant/html/ /usr/share/nginx/www/html
```

You can access the html directory through the nginx Web server using the forwarded port once the VM has been booted and provisioned by Vagrant. For example, using curl:

```
$ curl "http://localhost:8080/html/tester.html"
```

This example assumes an html directory is in your Vagrant directory that has a tester.html file in it.

What if you want to provide a way to access the virtual machine as if it were another machine on the network? Vagrant provides a very easy way to use VirtualBox networking to set up the virtual machine with a static IP on the same LAN. Remove the port forwarding line from the Vagrantfile and replace it with the following:

```
config.vm.network "private_network", ip: "192.168.56.20"
```

Once you have re-ran `vagrant up`, your virtual machine will be accessible from your host using the IP address specified above. In my own projects, I use this private networking to assign my static IP a domain by modifying the /etc/hosts file. This allows testing of complicated http redirect flows that rely on certain domains.

It also allows multiple Vagrant virtual machines to contact one another, as it is a shared network between the host and all other virtual
machines that are on the network. For distributed projects, being able to control the networking access of multiple standalone components all of which have their own Vagrantfile (or shared) is very powerful.

Again, in my work environment, it’s not uncommon to spin up multiple virtual machines, one for a database, one for an app server and one for a squid proxy. Running functional tests against these tests a production-like setup. Vagrant allows you to do this in a simple, easy-to-repeat way, and the private network means there is no hassle in setting up intercommunication between the various components.

The last part of Vagrant that I want to cover is having multiple machines in the one Vagrantfile. I already have given an example of why you might want to have multiple Vagrantfiles for different components, so that they can be tested/developed on their own or as a collective. Having multiple machines in the one Vagrantfile is powerful when a single project can have multiple parts that don’t belong on the one machine. Often in a Web development project, you will run the app server and database on the same machine for testing but will have multiple app servers and databases when that system gets into the production environment. This is the cause of a lot of production bugs due to untested component configuration.

Vagrant allows you to manage this all through a single Vagrantfile. If the idea of multiple machines is one that interests you, I also recommend looking closely at the new Docker container option for Vagrant. Docker is built on top of Linux containers and allows you to spin up machines much faster than VirtualBox. Multiple machine support in Vagrant is all the more powerful if the provider level is much faster to spin up machines.

For multiple machine support, the Vagrantfile allows you to configure multiple machines, each having their own configuration. The Vagrantfile below shows an example of what a MySQL master and slave Vagrantfile might look like:

```ruby
Vagrant.configure("2") do |config|
  config.vm.box = "hashicorp/precise32"

  config.vm.define "master" do |master|
    master.vm.provision :shell, :path => "master_bootstrap.sh"
    master.vm.network "private_network", ip: "192.168.56.20"
  end

  config.vm.define "slave" do |slave|
    slave.vm.provision :shell, :path => "slave_bootstrap.sh"
    slave.vm.network "private_network", ip: "192.168.56.21"
  end
end
```
Each machine is defined with the first config block as separate blocks. They support all of the same options as the normal one-machine Vagrant config blocks. For example, for the master here, you define the shell provisioning script to be run as well as the static IP address to give this virtual machine. This allows you to test distributed systems in the same easy repeatable way as you could with a single machine.

When using a multiple machine configuration like the above, there are a few changes to the way you have to run Vagrant commands. Running `vagrant up` will bring up both boxes automatically. The master will be provisioned first and then the slave. You can choose to bring up only one of the machines by supplying the machine name:

```
$ vagrant up master
```

When the boxes have booted and been provisioned, you also have to specify the machine name when using `vagrant ssh`.

**Conclusion**

Let’s reflect on what you have achieved here: multiple virtual machines booting, being provisioned automatically and consistent IP addresses using one command—`vagrant up`. This is repeatable across the three major operating systems and a number of different providers including the most popular virtualization technologies and cloud offerings.

This removes so many of the pain points from working on systems in local development. There are a lot of advantages to making the switch to using Vagrant for both local development and your continuous integration systems. All developers’ test machines are running the same code and are provisioned in the same fashion. Test failures are not tied to a specific developer’s setup and should be reproducible on anyone’s machine by running `vagrant up`. This article covered only some of the amazing capabilities of Vagrant, so I encourage you also to read over the brilliant documentation at [http://docs.vagrantup.com](http://docs.vagrantup.com).

Richard Delaney is a software engineer with Demonware Ireland. Richard works on back-end Web services using Python and the Django Web framework. He has been an avid Linux user and evangelist for the past five years.

Send comments or feedback via [http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact](http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact) or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
An Introduction to OpenGL Programming

Learn how to create a 3-D cube using triangles.

MIHALIS TSOUKALOS
OpenGL is a well-known standard for generating 3-D as well as 2-D graphics that is extremely powerful and has many capabilities. OpenGL is defined and released by the OpenGL Architecture Review Board (ARB).

This article is a gentle introduction to OpenGL that will help you understand drawing using OpenGL. The latest version of OpenGL at the time of this writing is 4.4, which uses a different technique for drawing from the one presented here. Nevertheless, the purpose of this article is to help you understand OpenGL philosophy, not teach you how to code using the latest OpenGL version. Therefore, the presented source code can be run on Linux machines that have an older OpenGL version installed.

**Installing OpenGL**

If you run the following command on a Debian 7 system to find all packages that contain the word “opengl”, you’ll get plenty of output (Figure 1):

```
$ apt-cache search opengl
```

There are many free OpenGL implementations for Linux, but you need only one. I installed FreeGLUT, because it is the most up
to date. FreeGLUT is an open-source alternative to the OpenGL Utility Toolkit (GLUT) library:

```
root@mail:~# apt-get install freeglut3 freeglut3-dev libglew-dev
Reading package lists... Done
Building dependency tree
Reading state information... Done
The following package was automatically installed
and is no longer required:
  fonts-liberation
Use 'apt-get autoremove' to remove it.
The following extra packages will be installed:
  libgb1-mesa-dev libgb1u-mesa-dev libice-dev libpthread-stubs0
  libpthread-stubs0-dev libsm-dev libx11-dev libx11-doc
  libxau-dev libxcb1-dev libxdmcp-dev libxext-dev libxt-dev
  mesa-common-dev x11proto-core-dev x11proto-input-dev
  x11proto-kb-dev x11proto-xext-dev xorg-sgml-doctools xtrans-dev
Suggested packages:
  libice-doc libsm-doc libxcb-doc libxext-doc libxt-doc
The following NEW packages will be installed:
  freeglut3 freeglut3-dev libgb1-mesa-dev libgb1u-mesa-dev
  libice-dev libpthread-stubs0 libpthread-stubs0-dev libsm-dev
  libx11-dev libx11-doc libxau-dev libxcb1-dev libxdmcp-dev
  libxext-dev libxext-doc mesa-common-dev x11proto-core-dev
  x11proto-input-dev x11proto-kb-dev x11proto-xext-dev
  xorg-sgml-doctools xtrans-dev
0 upgraded, 22 newly installed, 0 to remove and 0 not upgraded.
Need to get 7,651 kB of archives.
After this operation, 24.9 MB of additional disk space will be used.
Do you want to continue [Y/n]?
```

You also will need a C++ compiler to compile the code.

Finally, you may need to install the mesa-utils package in order to be able to use the glxinfo command:

```
# apt-get install mesa-utils
```

The glxinfo command displays useful information about your OpenGL installation, as you can see in the following output:

```
GLX version: 1.4
GLX extensions:
  GLX_ARB_get_proc_address, GLX_ARB_multisample,
  GLX_EXT_import_context, GLX_EXT_texture_fromPixmap,
  GLX_EXT_visual_info, GLX_EXT_visual_rating,
  GLX_MESA_copy_sub_buffer, GLX_MESA_multithread_makeCurrent,
  GLX_OML_swap_method, GLX_SGIX_multisample, GLX_SGIX_fbconfig,
  GLX_SGIX_pbuffer, GLX_SGI_makeCurrent_read
OpenGL vendor string: VMware, Inc.
OpenGL renderer string: Gallium 0.4 on llvmpipe (LLVM 3.4, 128 bits)
OpenGL version string: 2.1 Mesa 10.1.3
OpenGL shading language version string: 1.30
OpenGL extensions:
  ...
```

Mesa is a 3-D graphics library with an API that is so very similar to OpenGL's, it is pretty much indistinguishable.

**OpenGL Pipeline**

Figure 2—taken from the OpenGL...
Shading Language book (aka “The Orange Book”)—shows the programmable OpenGL pipeline with the vertex and fragment processors. As you can imagine, the OpenGL pipeline is complex, but you do not have to understand it fully in order to be able to use OpenGL. The Pipeline shows how OpenGL operates in the background. Newer versions of the OpenGL Pipeline are even more complex!

OpenGL is a big state machine. Most calls to OpenGL functions modify a global state that you cannot access directly.

The OpenGL Shading Language code that is intended for execution on one of the OpenGL programmable processors is called a Shader. The OpenGL Shading Language has its roots in C (presenting the OpenGL Shading Language is beyond the scope of this article).

OpenGL does not define a windowing layer, because it tries to be platform-neutral and leaves this functionality to the operating system. The OS must provide a rendering context that accepts commands as well as a framebuffer that keeps the results of the drawing commands.

Matrix Algebra is extensively used in 3-D graphics, so it is good for you to know how to add, multiply, subtract and divide matrices, although you will not need to code such operations yourself. It also is useful to become familiar with 3-D coordinates and be able to sketch on paper the 3-D scene.
you are trying to draw.

**Drawing a Triangle**

Now it’s time for some real OpenGL code. The code in Listing 1, when executed, draws a triangle on-screen using OpenGL.

The code in Listing 1 for setting up

### Listing 1. triangle.cc

```c
// Programmer: Mihalis Tsoukalos
// Date: Wednesday 04 June 2014
//
// A simple OpenGL program that draws a triangle.

#include "GL/freeglut.h"
#include "GL/gl.h"

void drawTriangle()
{
    glClearColor(0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4);
    glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT);
    glColor3f(1.0, 1.0, 1.0);
    glOrtho(-1.0, 1.0, -1.0, 1.0, -1.0, 1.0);

    glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
    glVertex3f(-0.7, 0.7, 0);
    glVertex3f(0.7, 0.7, 0);
    glVertex3f(0, -1, 0);
    glEnd();

    glFlush();
}

int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
    glutInit(&argc, argv);
    glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_SINGLE);
    glutInitWindowSize(500, 500);
    glutInitWindowPosition(100, 100);
    glutCreateWindow("OpenGL - Creating a triangle");
    glutDisplayFunc(drawTriangle);
    glutMainLoop();
    return 0;
}
```
OpenGL is large, but you will have to learn it only once.

On a Debian 7 system, the following command compiled the triangle.cc OpenGL program without any error messages:

```
$ g++ triangle.cc -lglut -o triangle
```

On an Ubuntu Linux system, the same command produced the following error messages:

```
/usr/bin/ld: /tmp/ccniPSiI.o: undefined reference to symbol `glOrtho'
/usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/mesa/libGL.so.1: error adding symbols: DSO missing from command line
collect2: error: ld returned 1 exit status
```

The solution is to compile the triangle.cc program by linking the executable to an additional library (-lGL):

```
mtsouk@mtsouk-VirtualBox:/media/sf_OpenGL.LJ/code$ g++
  triangle.cc -lglut -lGL -o triangle
```

The libGL.so library accepts OpenGL commands and makes sure that they are put on the screen in some way. If your graphics card does not have 3-D acceleration, libGL contains a software renderer that gives a 2-D image as output to the X Window System. This is the case with Mesa.

```
Figure 3. Drawing a Triangle Using OpenGL
```

libGL also can pass the OpenGL information to the X Window System, if the GLX extension is present. Then, the X Window System can do software rendering with the help of Mesa or use hardware acceleration.

The output from the executable will produce the triangle shown in Figure 3. The correct compilation of triangle.cc is proof that your Linux system can be used for developing OpenGL applications.

There is more than one way of drawing a triangle using OpenGL, mostly depending on the OpenGL version you are using. Although the presented method is an older way of programming
OpenGL applications, I find it straightforward and easy to understand. Remember, whichever method you use, the coordinates of the triangle will be the same.

Note: keep in mind that the most important part of this article is the code!

**Listing 2. cube.cc**

```c
// Programmer: Mihalis Tsoukalos
// Date: Wednesday 04 June 2014
//
// A simple OpenGL program that draws a colorful cube
// that rotates as you move the arrow keys!
//
// g++ cube.cc -lm -lglut -lGL -lGLU -o cube

#define GL_GLEXT_PROTOTYPES
#ifdef __APPLE__
 #include <GLUT/glut.h>
#else
 #include <GL/glut.h>
#endif
#include <math.h>

// Rotate X
double rX=0;
// Rotate Y
double rY=0;

// The coordinates for the vertices of the cube
double x = 0.6;
double y = 0.6;
double z = 0.6;

void drawCube()
{
    // Set Background Color
    glClearColor(0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 1.0);
    // Clear screen
    glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);

    // Reset transformations
    glLoadIdentity();

    // Rotate when user changes rX and rY
    glutPostRedisplay();
    glRotatef( rX, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 );
    glRotatef( rY, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 );

    // BACK
    glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
    glColor3f(0.4, 0.3, 0.5);
    glVertex3f(x, y, z);
    glVertex3f(x, -y, z);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, z);
    glEnd();

    glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
    glColor3f(0.5, 0.3, 0.2);
    glVertex3f(-x, -y, z);
    glVertex3f(x, -y, z);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, z);
    glEnd();

    glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
    glColor3f(0.1, 0.5, 0.3);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, -z);
    glVertex3f(0, 0, -z);
    glVertex3f(-x, -y, -z);
    glEnd();

    glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
    glColor3f(0.0, 0.5, 0.0);
    glVertex3f(-x, -y, -z);
    glVertex3f(0, 0, -z);
    glVertex3f(x, -y, -z);
    glEnd();

    glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
    glColor3f(0.1, 0.3, 0.3);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, -z);
    glVertex3f(x, y, -z);
    glVertex3f(0, 0, -z);
    glEnd();

    glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
    glColor3f(0.2, 0.2, 0.2);
    glVertex3f(0, 0, -z);
    glVertex3f(x, y, -z);
    glVertex3f(x, -y, -z);
    glEnd();

    glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
    glColor3f(0.3, 0.5, 0.6);
    glVertex3f(-x, -y, -z);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, -z);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, z);
    glEnd();

    glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
    glColor3f(0.5, 0.5, 0.5);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, z);
    glVertex3f(x, y, z);
    glVertex3f(-x, -y, z);
    glEnd();

    glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
    glColor3f(0.5, 0.5, 0.5);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, z);
    glVertex3f(x, y, z);
    glVertex3f(-x, -y, z);
    glEnd();
```

**Drawing a Cube Using OpenGL**

Next, let’s program an application that draws a cube using OpenGL. You need to construct the cube using triangles. A cube has six faces, and each face needs at least two triangles to be defined. The reason I say “at least” is that, generally
speaking, you can use more triangles if you want in order to have a smoother and more accurate shape, but when drawing a cube, that's not necessary. As I'm sure you've realized, you are going to need 12 triangles in total.

A cube also has eight vertices.

Each triangle requires three different vertices to be defined.

Listing 2 shows the full source code of the cube.cc file.

Figure 4 shows two different screenshots from the cube.cc application. The left screenshot of the program just shows a square,

```cpp
// RIGHT
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
glColor3f(0.2, 0.2, 0.2);
glVertex3f(x, y, z);
glVertex3f(x, y, -z);
glVertex3f(x, -y, z);
glEnd();

// TOP
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
glColor3f(0.0, 0.0, 0.0);
glVertex3f(x, y, z);
glVertex3f(x, y, -z);
glVertex3f(-x, y, -z);
glEnd();

// BOTTOM
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
glColor3f(0.4, 0.0, 0.4);
glVertex3f(-x, -y, z);
glVertex3f(-x, -y, -z);
glVertex3f(x, -y, z);
glEnd();

if (key == GLUT_KEY_RIGHT)
{
    rY += 15;
}
else if (key == GLUT_KEY_LEFT)
{
    rY -= 15;
}
else if (key == GLUT_KEY_DOWN)
{
    rX -= 15;
}
else if (key == GLUT_KEY_UP)
{
    rX += 15;
}

// Request display update
glutPostRedisplay();
```

```cpp
int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
    // Initialization GLUT and process user parameters
    glutInit(&argc, argv);

    // Request double buffered true color window with Z-buffer
    glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_DOUBLE | GLUT_RGB | GLUT_DEPTH);

    // Create window
    glutCreateWindow("Linux Journal OpenGL Cube");

    // Enable Z-buffer depth test
    glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST);

    // Callback functions
    glutDisplayFunc(drawCube);
    glutSpecialFunc(keyboard);

    // Pass control to GLUT for events
    glutMainLoop();
    return 0;
}
```
because you are looking straight at the front face of the cube and can’t see any of the other five faces of the cube. Therefore, the shape you see on screen looks like it is in 2-D. When you start rotating the cube using the arrow keys, you can tell that it is a 3-D shape.

**Explaining the Code**
Each triangle is defined by three vertices. Each vertex is defined with the help of a single point \((x,y,z)\). Each point comes with three numbers (coordinates), because OpenGL uses a 3-D space. A cube needs eight vertices to be defined.

As an exercise, the front face of the cube is made using four triangles. Figure 5 shows the coordinates of the front face of the cube when four triangles are used to define it. The point \((0,0,-0.6)\) has been chosen arbitrarily. You just need a point that belongs to the front face of the cube.

**Defining the Vertices:** Figure 6 shows the coordinates of the vertices of the cube for \(x=0.6, y=0.6\) and \(z=0.6\). Note that the vertices that define an edge have two out of their three coordinates exactly the same.

As you can see in Figure 6, the coordinates of the four vertices that define the front face and the respective coordinates of the four vertices that define the back face differ only in the value of the
z-axis coordinate.

**Defining the Triangles:** The triangles are based on vertices. Each triangle needs three vertices to be defined. Two triangles are needed for defining each face of the cube, except for the front face where four triangles are used. The following commands create a color triangle based on the values of x, y and z:

```c
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);
  glColor3f(0.4, 0.0, 0.4);
  glVertex3f(-x, -y, -z);
  glVertex3f(-x, -y, z);
  glVertex3f(x, -y, z);
glEnd();
```

**Changing Color:** You can change the color of a shape with the `glColor3f(…)` command. The `glColor3f(…)` command takes three parameters, which represent the RGB values of the desired color.

**Changing Perspective:** You can change the perspective of the scene with the following commands:

```c
glRotatef(rX, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0);
glRotatef(rY, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0);
```

As the user presses one of the four arrow keys, the perspective angle changes accordingly.

---

**Figure 5. The Coordinates of the Front Face of the Cube**

**Figure 6. The Vertices of the Cube**
Drawing the Cube: Drawing the cube is done face by face. Each face needs two triangles to be drawn except for the front face where four triangles are used.

Once you get the coordinates of the triangles correctly, drawing is pretty easy. The drawing of each triangle starts with the glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES) command and finishes with the glEnd() command. The GL_TRIANGLES is an OpenGL primitive. Other primitive types are GL_POINTS, GL_LINES, GL_LINE_STRIP, GL_LINE_LOOP, GL_TRIANGLES_STRIP, GL_TRIANGLES_FAN, GL_TRIANGLES, GL_QUAD_STRIP and GL_POLYGON. Eventually, every primitive shape in OpenGL is represented by one or more triangles.

If you are drawing using triangles (GL_TRIANGLES), the order in which you put the vertices is not important. If you are drawing using rectangles (GL_POLYGON), the four vertices of the rectangle must be drawn in the right order, although it does not matter if you draw CW or CCW. If the drawing order is wrong, the rectangle you are trying to draw will have a big hole in it.

Using the Arrow Keys: Using the arrow keys is pretty simple. The following code checks for the arrow keys and acts accordingly:

```c
void keyboard(int key, int x, int y) {
    if (key == GLUT_KEY_RIGHT) {
        rY += 15;
    } else if (key == GLUT_KEY_LEFT) {
        rY -= 15;
    } else if (key == GLUT_KEY_DOWN) {
        rX -= 15;
    } else if (key == GLUT_KEY_UP) {
        rX += 15;
    }
    // Request display update
    glutPostRedisplay();
}
```

The keyboard(...) function is registered inside the main(...) function using the following line of code:

```c
glutSpecialFunc(keyboard);
```

Rotating a Cube Automatically

As a bonus, let’s look at how to make a cube rotate automatically...
Drawing using rectangles is easier and requires less code, but complex OpenGL code runs faster when triangles are used. (Figure 7).

This time, the cube is drawn using rectangles. As the cube has six faces, only six rectangles are needed. Drawing using rectangles is easier and requires less code, but complex OpenGL code runs faster when triangles are used.

Note: every object can be split into triangles, but a triangle cannot be split into anything other than triangles.

Listing 3 shows the source code for rotateCube.cc.

Note that the main(...) functions of triangle.cc, cube.cc and rotateCube.cc are pretty similar, although the three programs perform different tasks.

The crucial thing here is the usage of the glutTimerFunc(...) function. It registers a timer callback for the update(...) function that is going to be triggered in a specified number of milliseconds. The update(...) function changes the angle of the scene every time it’s called.

**Conclusion**

OpenGL programming is not easy, but this article should help you start
writing OpenGL applications quickly. If you want to become proficient in OpenGL, keep practicing writing more OpenGL programs. OpenGL is easy to start with but difficult to master.
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**Listing 3. rotateCube.cc**

```cpp
#include <iostream>
#include <stdlib.h>

// A simple OpenGL program that draws a triangle and automatically rotates it.

#ifdef __APPLE__
#include <OpenGL/OpenGL.h>
#include <GLUT/glut.h>
#else
#include <GL/glut.h>
#endif

using namespace std;

double x = 0.6;
double y = 0.6;
double z = 0.6;
float angle = 0.0;

void drawCube()
{
    glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);

    // Reset transformations
    glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);
    glLoadIdentity();
    glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -5.0);

    GLfloat ambientColor[] = {0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 1.0};
    glLightModelfv(GL_LIGHT_MODEL_AMBIENT, ambientColor);

    // Add a positioned light
    GLfloat lightPos0[] = {4.0, 0.0, 8.0, 1.0};
    glLightfv(GL_LIGHT0, GL_POSITION, lightPos0);
    glRotatef(angle, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0);
    glTranslatef(0.5, 1.0, 0.0);
    glRotatef(angle, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0);
    glTranslatef(-0.5, -1.0, 0.0);

    // Create the 3D cube
    // BACK
    glBegin(GL_POLYGON);
    glColor3f(0.5, 0.3, 0.2);
    glVertex3f(x, -y, z);
    glVertex3f(x, y, z);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, z);
    glVertex3f(-x, -y, z);
    glEnd();

    // FRONT
    glBegin(GL_POLYGON);
    glColor3f(0.0, 0.5, 0.0);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, -z);
    glVertex3f(-x, -y, -z);
    glVertex3f(x, -y, -z);
    glVertex3f(x, y, -z);
    glEnd();

    // LEFT
    glBegin(GL_POLYGON);
    glColor3f(0.5, 0.5, 0.5);
    glVertex3f(-x, -y, -z);
    glVertex3f(-x, -y, z);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, z);
    glVertex3f(-x, y, -z);
    glEnd();

    // RIGHT
    glBegin(GL_POLYGON);
    glColor3f(0.0, 0.0, 0.0);
    glVertex3f(0.0, -0.0, 0.0);
```
Resources

OpenGL: http://www.opengl.org

Learning Modern 3D Graphics Programming: http://www.arcsynthesis.org/gltut


GLEW: http://glew.sourceforge.net

The Mesa 3D Graphics Library: http://www.mesa3d.org
Modernizing SAP Environments with Minimum Risk—a Path to Big Data

Sponsor: SAP | Topic: Big Data

Is the data explosion in today's world a liability or a competitive advantage for your business? Exploiting massive amounts of data to make sound business decisions is a business imperative for success and a high priority for many firms. With rapid advances in x86 processing power and storage, enterprise application and database workloads are increasingly being moved from UNIX to Linux as part of IT modernization efforts. Modernizing application environments has numerous TCO and ROI benefits but the transformation needs to be managed carefully and performed with minimal downtime. Join this webinar to hear from top IDC analyst, Richard Villars, about the path you can start taking now to enable your organization to get the benefits of turning data into actionable insights with exciting x86 technology.

> http://lnxjr.nl/modsap

White Paper: JBoss Enterprise Application Platform for OpenShift Enterprise

Sponsor: DLT Solutions

Red Hat's® JBoss Enterprise Application Platform for OpenShift Enterprise offering provides IT organizations with a simple and straightforward way to deploy and manage Java applications. This optional OpenShift Enterprise component further extends the developer and manageability benefits inherent in JBoss Enterprise Application Platform for on-premise cloud environments.

Unlike other multi-product offerings, this is not a bundling of two separate products. JBoss Enterprise Middleware has been hosted on the OpenShift public offering for more than 18 months. And many capabilities and features of JBoss Enterprise Application Platform 6 and JBoss Developer Studio 5 (which is also included in this offering) are based upon that experience.

This real-world understanding of how application servers operate and function in cloud environments is now available in this single on-premise offering, JBoss Enterprise Application Platform for OpenShift Enterprise, for enterprises looking for cloud benefits within their own datacenters.

> http://lnxjr.nl/jbossapp
Linux Management with Red Hat Satellite: Measuring Business Impact and ROI

**Sponsor:** Red Hat | **Topic:** Linux Management

Linux has become a key foundation for supporting today’s rapidly growing IT environments. Linux is being used to deploy business applications and databases, trading on its reputation as a low-cost operating environment. For many IT organizations, Linux is a mainstay for deploying Web servers and has evolved from handling basic file, print, and utility workloads to running mission-critical applications and databases, physically, virtually, and in the cloud. As Linux grows in importance in terms of value to the business, managing Linux environments to high standards of service quality — availability, security, and performance — becomes an essential requirement for business success.

> [http://lnxjr.nl/RHS-ROI](http://lnxjr.nl/RHS-ROI)

Standardized Operating Environments for IT Efficiency

**Sponsor:** Red Hat

The Red Hat® Standard Operating Environment SOE helps you define, deploy, and maintain Red Hat Enterprise Linux® and third-party applications as an SOE. The SOE is fully aligned with your requirements as an effective and managed process, and fully integrated with your IT environment and processes.

**Benefits of an SOE:**

SOE is a specification for a tested, standard selection of computer hardware, software, and their configuration for use on computers within an organization. The modular nature of the Red Hat SOE lets you select the most appropriate solutions to address your business’ IT needs.

**SOE leads to:**

- Dramatically reduced deployment time.
- Software deployed and configured in a standardized manner.
- Simplified maintenance due to standardization.
- Increased stability and reduced support and management costs.
- There are many benefits to having an SOE within larger environments, such as:
  - Less total cost of ownership (TCO) for the IT environment.
  - More effective support.
  - Faster deployment times.
  - Standardization.

Promise Theory—What Is It?

Mark Burgess describes the idea behind Promise Theory—the framework developed between Oslo University College and the University of Amsterdam during the past decade to solve the problem of configuring distributed systems and services.

MARK BURGESS

During the past 20 years, there has been a growing sense of inadequacy about the “command and control” model for managing IT systems. Years in front of the television with a remote control have left us hard pressed to think of any other way of making machines work for us. But, the truth is that point-and-click, imperative scripting and remote execution do not scale very well when you are trying to govern the behavior of a large number of things.

IT installations grow to massive size in data centers, and the idea of remote command and control, by an external manager, struggles to keep pace, because it is an essentially manual human-centric activity. Thankfully, a simple way out of this dilemma was proposed in 2005 and has acquired a growing band of disciples in computing and networking. This involves the harnessing of autonomous distributed agents.

From Imposing to Obtaining

Imagine that we want to implement a software design or enact a business process. For cultural reasons, our first thought is to want to issue a list of instructions to all the parts involved to carry out some kind of an algorithm, but that might not be the best choice at scale. An algorithm is just a story we tell ourselves about how we envisage the process in our minds. Often we try to tell the same story to a computer or to a team of
people, in the form of a flow chart or scripted language. This is one way of describing, building or processing the design. The algorithm might involve a lot of detail and take the form of step-by-step instructions, but other approaches use parallelism or non-linear stories to lay out the job more efficiently. In either case, the instructor assumes that all of the parts involved simply will do exactly as they are instructed. Alas, this is not necessarily true. Remote parts of a system might be unable to comply with these instructions, or even be unwilling to comply, depending on their nature and their circumstances.

This command and control model is called an obligation model in computer science. It has many problems. One of those problems is that it separates intent from implementation, creating uncertainty of outcome. The place where the instructions are determined is not the place where they must be carried out, so the instructor does not have the information about conditions where the local work needs to take place. If two different instructors start issuing conflicting instructions to the same set of parts, there would start a conflict, which no part of the system would be able to resolve, because none of the parts would have the information in one place: intent is not local to the point of action. The instructors might not even be aware of each other to resolve the conflict.

Luckily, there is a complementary

Figure 1. Obligation Model vs. Promise Theory
approach to looking at design that fixes these deficiencies, not in terms of obligations, but in terms of promises.

In a promise-based design, each part behaves only according to the promises it makes to others. Instead of instructions from without, we have behavior promised from within. Since the promises are made by “self” (human self or machine self), it means that the decision is always made with knowledge of the same circumstances under which implementation will take place. Moreover, if two promises conflict with one another, the agent has complete information about those circumstances and conflicting intentions to be able to resolve them without having to ask for external help.

A promise-oriented view is somewhat like a service view. Instead of trying to remote-control things with strings and levers, one makes use of an ecosystem of promised services that advertise intent and offer a basic level of certainty about how they will behave. Promises are about expectation management, and knowing the services and their properties that will help us to compose a working system. It doesn’t matter here how we get components in a system to make the kinds of promises we need—that is a separate problem.

Electronics are built in this way, as is plumbing and other commoditized construction methods. You buy components (from a suitable supplier) that promise certain properties (resistance, capacitance, voltage-current relationships), and you combine them based on those expectations into a circuit that keeps a greater promise (like being a radio transmitter or a computer).

**Example—CSS**

To offer an example of a promise-oriented language, think of HTML and cascading style sheets on the Web. One can break up a Web page into labeled and tagged objects like titles and paragraphs, tables and images and so on. Each of these may be tagged with a specific identity, simply a type (like title, paragraph, link and so on). In a Promise Theory model, these regions could be viewed as “autonomous agents”, which through CSS, make promises about what color, font and spacing they will use to render their content initially and over time. The HTML file has regions of the form:

```html
<h1>Title...</h1>
<p>Text.....</p>
```
Although these are regions of a text file, this is not substantially different from files on a disk. It is just a collection of containers. The CSS promises look like this:

```
h1.main {color: red; font-size: 12px; }
p.main  {text-align:justify;}
```

That is, a header h1 in section “main” would be red and use 12-point text. Compare this to files. The configuration tool CFEngine for building and maintaining computers, allows us to keep promises about what attributes system resources will have. For example, instead of colors and fonts, files can promise to have certain permissions, content and names. One would write:

```
files:
  debian::
    "/etc/passwd"
    perms => mo("root", "644");
```

The language looks superficially different, but it basically is the same kind of declarative association between patterns of objects and what they promise. The promise a region makes itself is the one it will render for all time, until the promise has changed. So this is not a fire-and-forget push-button command, but rather the description of a state to be continuously maintained. In CFEngine style, we could write this alternative form of the HTML style sheet:

```
html:
  main::
    "h1"
    font_size => "12px",
    color => "red";
  "p"
    text_align => "justify";
```

From Promise Theory, we see that these patterns are basically the same; thus, one could say that CFEngine is a kind of “style sheet for servers”, in this sense.

**Composition of Promises**

Promise Theory deals with how to think, in this way, about a much wider range of problems. It was proposed (by myself) in 2005 as a way to formalize how the UNIX configuration engine CFEngine intuitively addressed the problem of managing distributed infrastructure. Such formal models are important in computer science to prove correctness. It has since been developed by myself and Jan Bergstra, and it is being adopted by an increasing number of others.

This complementary non-command way of thinking seems unnatural to
us in the context of infrastructure, but more usual in the context of Web pages. Its strengths are that it applies equally to human and machine systems, and that it enforces a discipline of documenting the information necessary and sufficient to implement a design as promises. It is literally actionable (executable) documentation. One can easily convert to a complementary promise view by changing:

"YOU MUST (NOT)..."></pd> --&gt; "I PROMISE TO (NOT) ...">

A side effect of documenting the necessary and sufficient conditions for a purpose is that one sees all of the possible failure modes of a design enumerated as promises: “what if that promise is not kept?” Autonomy guarantees no hidden assumptions.

The main challenge faced in this view is how to see the desired effect emerge from these promises. What story do we tell about the system? In imperative programming languages, the linear story is the code itself. However, in a promise language, the human story is only implicit in a set of enabling promises. We have to tell the story of what happened differently. For some, this is a difficult transition to make, in the noble tradition of Prolog and Lisp and other functional languages. However, at scale and complexity, human stories are already so hard to tell that the promise approach becomes necessary.

Configuration Management

The way we view the world in Promise Theory is as a collection of agents or nested containers of things that can keep promises. These containers could be:

- A part of a file.
- A file.
- A directory (of files).
- A partition (of directories).
- A container (or logical partition).
- A virtual machine (or logical machine).
- A local area network (of machines), etc.

The reference software with this kind of thinking is still CFEngine (version 3), as it was designed explicitly in this model, though several software systems work in an implicitly promise-oriented fashion. Promise thinking permeates the world of networking too, where autonomy is built into the modus operandi of the devices. Other examples where
promises are made to users include interfaces and APIs, microservices or Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).

**Knowledge-Oriented Service Design**
Promises turn design and configuration into a form of knowledge management, by shifting the attention away from what changes (or which algorithms to enact), onto what interfaces exist between components and what promises they keep and why. The service-oriented style of programming, made famous by Amazon and Netflix, uses this approach for scalability (not only machine scalability but for scaling human ownership). It is hailed as a cloud-friendly approach to designing systems, but Promise Theory also tells us that it is the route to very large scale. Applications have to be extensible by cooperation (sometimes called horizontal scaling through parallelism rather than vertical scaling through brute force). Databases like Cassandra illustrate how to deal with the issues of scale, redundancy and relativity.

Perhaps interestingly, biology has selected redundant services as its model for scaling tissue-based organisms. This offers a strong clue that we are on the right track. Avoiding strong dependencies is a way to avoid bottlenecks, so this shows the route to scalability.

Autonomy and standalone thinking seem to fly in the face of what we normally learn about programming—that is, to share resources, but this is not necessarily true. Security and scalability both thrive under autonomy, and complexity melts away when the dependencies between parts are removed and all control is from within. The near future world of mobile and embedded devices will not tolerate a remote-control model of management, and the sprawl of the cloud’s server back end will force us to decentralize 3-D-printed micro-data centers, like the electricity substations of today. In this world, I think we can expect to see more of the autonomous thinking pervading society.

Mark Burgess is the founder, CTO and original author of CFEngine. Formerly Professor of Network and System Administration at Oslo University College, he led the way in theory and practice of automation and policy-based management for 20 years. In the 1990s, he underlined the importance of idempotent, autonomous desired state management (“convergence”) and formalised cooperative systems in the 2000s (“promise theory”). He is the author of numerous books and papers on Network and System Administration.

Send comments or feedback via http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
Integrating Trac, Jenkins and Cobbler—Customizing Linux Operating Systems for Organizational Needs

Developing packages for distributions has been entrusted to distribution maintainers for many years. However, organizations can support their own custom modifications to their favorite distribution. Using methods and tools from the distribution and the broader Open Source community, EMSL (Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory) has developed a process to build, develop and validate creation of RPMs to be included with the Scientific Linux distribution deployed on HPC systems. This process helps EMSL meet the HPC users’ needs with rapid turnaround while managing communication between end user and package development.

DAVID BROWN

Organizations supporting Linux operating systems commonly have a need to build customized software to add or replace packages on production systems. This need comes from timing and policy differences between customers and the upstream distribution maintainers.

In practice, bugs and security concerns reported by customers will be prioritized to appropriate levels for the distribution maintainers who are trying to support all their customers. This means that customers often need to support patches to fill the gap, especially for unique needs,
until distribution maintainers resolve the bugs. </EndSoapBox>

Customers who desire to fill the support gap internally should choose tools that the distribution maintainers use to build packages whenever possible. However, third-party software packages often present challenges to integrate them into the distribution properly. Often these packages do not follow packaging guidelines and, as a result, do not support all distribution configurations or procedures for administration. These packages often require more generic processes to resolve the improper packaging. </EndSoapBoxAgain>

From this point on, the tools and methods discussed in this article are specific to Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL). These tools and methods also work with derivative distributions like Scientific Linux or Community Enterprise OS (CentOS). Some of the tools do include support for distributions based on Debian. However, specifics on implementation of the process focus on integration with RHEL-based systems.

The build phase of the process (described in “A Process for Managing and Customizing HPC Operating Systems” in the April 2014 issue of LJ) requires three pieces of software that can be filled by Trac (http://trac.edgewall.org), Cobbler (http://www.cobblerd.org) and Jenkins (http://www.jenkins-ci.org). However, these pieces of software do not fill all the gaps present from downloading source code to creation of the overlay repository. Further tools and processes are gained by analysis of the upstream distribution’s package management process and guidelines.

The application of the Fedora Packaging Guidelines (https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Packaging:Guidelines) and its counterpart EPEL Packaging Guidelines (https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/EPEL:Packaging) are good references for how to package software for RHEL-based systems appropriately. These guidelines call out specifics that often are overlooked by first-time packagers. Also, tools used in the process, such as Mock (https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Projects/Mock), work well with the software mentioned previously.

Fedora uses other tools to manage building packages and repositories. These tools are very specific to Fedora packaging needs and are not general enough for use in our organization. This is primarily due to technical reasons and features that I go into in
the Jenkins section of this article.

The rest of this article focuses on implementing Trac, Cobbler, Jenkins, and the gaps between the three systems. Some of the gaps are filled using native plugins associated with the three systems. However, others are left to be implemented using scripts and processes requiring human interactions. There are points where human interaction is required to facilitate communication between groups, and other points are where the process is missing a well implemented piece of software. I discuss setup, configuration and integration of Trac, Cobbler and Jenkins, along with some requests for community support.

Trac

Trac consists of an issue-tracking system and wiki environment to support software development projects. However, Trac also works well for supporting the maintenance of administrative processes and managing change on production systems. I’m going to discuss the mapping to apply a software development process to the process by which one administers a production system.

I realize that talking about issue tracking and wiki software is a religious topic for some. Everyone has their favorite software, and these two kinds of systems have more than enough open-source options out there from which people can choose. I want to focus on the features that we have found useful at EMSL to support our HPC system and how we use them.

The ticket-tracking system works well for managing small changes on production systems. These small changes may include individual critical updates, configuration changes and requests from users. The purpose of these tickets is to record relevant technical information about the changes for administrators as well as management. This helps all stakeholders understand the cost and priority of the change. These small changes can be aggregated into milestones, which correspond to outage dates. This provides a starting framework to track what change happens and when on production systems.

Trac’s wiki has features that are required for the process. The first is the ability to maintain a history of changes to individual pages. This is ideal for storing documents and procedures. Another feature is the ability to reference milestones from within pages. This feature is extremely useful, since by entering a single
line in the wiki, it displays all tickets associated with the milestone in one simple line. These two features help maintain the procedures and outage pages in the wiki.

The administrative procedures are documented in the wiki, and they include but are not limited to software configuration, startup, shutdown and re-install. The time required to perform these administrative procedures also should be noted in the page. We also make sure to use the plain-text options for specifying commands that need to be run, as other fonts may confuse readers. In many cases, we have specified the specific command to run in these procedures. For complex systems, creating multiple pages for a particular procedure is prudent. However, cross links between pages should be added to note when one part of the procedure from each page should be followed.

Trac’s plugin infrastructure does not have plugins to Jenkins or Cobbler. However, what would be the point of a plugin going from Trac to continuous integration or provisioning? Most software development models keep ticket systems limited to human interaction between the issuer of the ticket and the people resolving it. Some exceptions are when tickets are considered resolved but are waiting for integration testing. Automated tests could be triggered by the ticketing system when the ticket’s state is changed. However, mapping these sorts of features to administrative procedures for managing production systems do not apply.

**Cobbler**

Cobbler works well for synchronizing RPM-based repositories and using those repositories to deploy systems. The RPMs are synchronized daily from Jenkins and distribution maintainers. The other important feature is to exclude certain packages from being synchronized locally. These features provide a platform to deploy systems that have specific customized packages for use in the enterprise.

The initial setup for Cobbler is to copy the primary repositories for the distribution of your choice to “repos” in Cobbler. The included repositories from Scientific Linux are the base operating system, fastbugs and security. Other distributions have similar repository configurations (see the Repositories and Locations sidebar). The other repository to include is EPEL, as it contains Mock
Repositories and Locations

- Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux: http://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/6/x86_64
- Scientific Linux 66 Base: http://ftp1.scientificlinux.org/linux/scientific/6/x86_64/os
- Scientific Linux 6 Fastbugs: http://ftp1.scientificlinux.org/linux/scientific/6/x86_64/updates/fastbugs
- CentOS 6 Base: http://mirror.centos.org/centos/6/os/x86_64
- CentOS 6 FastTrack: http://mirror.centos.org/centos/6/fasttrack/x86_64
- CentOS 6 Updates: http://mirror.centos.org/centos/6/updates/x86_64
- RHEL 6 Server Base: rhel-x86_64-server-6 channel
- RHEL 6 Server FasTrack: rhel-x86_64-server-fastrack-6 channel
- RHEL 6 Server Optional: rhel-x86_64-server-optional-6 channel
- RHEL 6 Server Optional FasTrack: rhel-x86_64-server-optional-fastrack-6 channel
- RHEL 6 Server Supplementary: rhel-x86_64-server-supplementary-6 channel

and other tools used to build RPMs. There are other repositories that individual organizations should look into, although these four repositories are all that is needed.

The daily repositories either are downloaded from the Web on a daily basis or synchronized from the local filesystem. The daily repositories get the “keep updated” flag set, while the test and production repositories do not. For daily repositories that synchronize from a local filesystem, the “breed” should be set to rsync, while daily repositories that synchronize from the Web should set their “breed” to yum. This configuration, through experience, has been chosen because some RPMs do not upgrade well with new kernels nor do they have standard update processes normal to Red Hat or Fedora.

An example of a set of repositories
Jenkins is a very powerful continuous integration tool used in software development. However, from a system administration view, Jenkins is a mutant cron job on steroids.

would be as follows:

- phi-6-x86_64-daily — synchronizes automatically from the local filesystem using rsync once daily.
- epel-6-x86_64-daily — synchronizes automatically from the Web using reposync once daily.
- phi-6-x86_64-test — synchronizes manually from phi-6-x86_64-daily using rsync.
- epel-6-x86_64-test — synchronizes manually from epel-6-x86_64-daily using rsync.
- phi-6-x86_64-prod — synchronizes manually from phi-6-x86_64-test using rsync.
- epel-6-x86_64-prod — synchronizes manually from epel-6-x86_64-test using rsync.

To exclude critical packages from the upstream distribution, the “yum options” flags are set on the daily repository to remove them. For example, to exclude the kernel package from being synchronized, add `exclude=kernel*`. It’s important for administrators to consult both the Cobbler and yum.conf man pages to get the syntax right.

Setting up Cobbler in this way allows administrators to deploy systems using customized critical packages. Cobbler also is used in future phases where the repositories are used to deploy the test and production clusters. The repositories and their relationships are all Cobbler needs to support package building, the test cluster and the production cluster.

Jenkins

Jenkins is a very powerful continuous integration tool used in software development. However, from a system administration view, Jenkins is a mutant cron job on steroids. Jenkins handles periodic source code checkout from source code management (SCM) repositories and
downloading of released source code, via HTTP or FTP. It then runs a series of generic jobs that build, test and deploy the resulting software. These generic interfaces work well for building and distributing RPMs to be included by Cobbler.

The use of Jenkins in a software development role is not all that different from building RPMs (see Table 1 for a comparison of the two processes). The first step in the two processes differs in that (hopefully) the software development code required for the build step is in one place. Package developers need to have, at a minimum, two locations to pull code from to continue with the build. The first location is for patches and spec files, normally kept in an SCM. The second is for released source code packages. Source code is released in a single file and usually in some container format (such as tar, rar or zip). These files do not normally belong in an SCM and are more suited to an S3 (http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/API/Welcome.html), swift (http://docs.openstack.org/api/openstack-object-storage/1.0/content) or blob store-like interface.

Jenkins is built primarily for downloading code from one and only one SCM. However, you can work around this issue by adding another build step. This means that the SCM plugin is used to download the spec file and patches while the first step in the build process downloads the source code package. After these two steps are done, the source code, patches or spec file can be patched with site-specific customization.

The next step is to build RPMs using Mock. This involves several tasks that can be broken up into various build steps (see the Mock Build in Jenkins sidebar). All these steps are done using the Jenkins execute shell build steps. Some of the Jenkins jobs we use are multi-configuration jobs that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT</th>
<th>RPM PACKAGING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Download source code from SCM.</td>
<td>Download released source, spec file and patches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run the build process.</td>
<td>Build the RPMs using Mock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run the testing suite.</td>
<td>Validate the RPMs using rpmlint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish test results.</td>
<td>Save validation output for inspection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Save source code package to repository.</td>
<td>Save built RPMs for later download.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send notification to pertinent developers.</td>
<td>Send notification to pertinent packagers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
contain one axis defining the Mock chroot configuration. That chroot configuration should be generated from the daily repositories defined in Cobbler. Following these tasks can get you started on using Mock in Jenkins (Listing 1).

Listing 1. basic-mock-jenkins.sh

```
#!/bin/bash -xe

# keep in mind DIST is defined in multi-configuration axis
MOCK="/usr/bin/mock -r $DIST"
PKG=${JOB_NAME##*/}

# keep in mind VER could also be a multi-configuration axis
VER=${VER:-1.0}
# if you are ripping apart an RPM might have this one too
REL=${REL:-4.el6}

OUT=${PWD}/output

wget -O $PKG-$VER.tar.gz
  http://www.example.com/sources/$PKG-$VER.tar.gz
rm -f $OUT/*.src.rpm
if ! $MOCK --resultdir=$OUT --buildsrpm --spec=$PKG.spec
  --sources=$PWD
then
  more $OUT/*.log | cat
  exit -1
fi

if ! $MOCK --resultdir=$OUT --rebuild $OUT/*.src.rpm
then
  more $OUT/*.log | cat
  exit -1
fi

rpmlint $OUT/*.rpm > rpmlint.log
```

Mock Build in Jenkins

1. Prepare the source and specs.
2. Run Mock source rpm build.
3. Run Mock rpm build.
4. Run rpm validation.
The number of warnings and errors should be tracked, counted and graphed over a series of builds. This gives a good indication whether bugs are being resolved or introduced over time.

Once the RPMs are built, it’s important to run `rpmlint` on the resulting RPMs. This output gives useful advice for how to package RPMs properly for the targeted platform. This output should be handled like any other static code analysis tool. The number of warnings and errors should be tracked, counted and graphed over a series of builds. This gives a good indication whether bugs are being resolved or introduced over time.

The generated RPMs and `rpmlint` output need to be archived for future use. The archive artifacts plugin works well for capturing these files.

There also is an artifact deployer plugin that can copy the artifacts to directories that Cobbler can be configured to synchronize from for its part of the process.

There is some room for improvement in this process, and I outline that in the conclusion. However, this is the basic framework to start using Jenkins to build RPMs using Mock and `rpmlint`. This part of the process needs constant care and attention as new updates are pushed by the distribution and package developers. Jenkins does have plugins to Trac and other issue-tracking systems. However, they are not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROLE</th>
<th>SOFTWARE CHOICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Integration</td>
<td>Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repository Management</td>
<td>Cobbler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provisioning</td>
<td>Cobbler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticket Tracking</td>
<td>Trac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki</td>
<td>Trac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package Building</td>
<td>Mock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package Guidelines</td>
<td>Fedora Packaging Guidelines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
included in this process, as we find e-mail to be a sufficient means of communication. The outlined process for building RPMs using Jenkins helps us track the hacks we use to manipulate important packages for our systems.

**Conclusion**

I have discussed a method for setting up tools to develop RPMs against a custom distribution managed by Cobbler. Along with Trac, package developers can maintain updated RPMs of critical applications while managing communication. However, this process is not without gaps. First, I’ll go over the gaps present in Jenkins, discussing core and plugin gaps that were not found. Then I’ll discuss the gaps in Cobbler regarding repository management. These two systems are lacking in integration, although that can be worked around.

MultiSCM is a functionality in Jenkins that would simplify the package building process. There is a MultiSCM plugin (https://wiki.jenkins-ci.org/display/JENKINS/Multiple+SCMs+Plugin); however, it is advertised as a proof-of-concept code. The hope is that the radio button selection for SCM would turn into a set of check boxes. There are related bugs, but they have not seen traction in years. Package development is another good example of the need to download and poll for updates on code from multiple places. Here are links to information on the Jenkins Multiple SCMs Bugs:

- [https://issues.jenkins-ci.org/browse/JENKINS-7192](https://issues.jenkins-ci.org/browse/JENKINS-7192)
- [https://issues.jenkins-ci.org/browse/JENKINS-9720](https://issues.jenkins-ci.org/browse/JENKINS-9720)

Static code analysis tools are available as plugins for Jenkins (https://wiki.jenkins-ci.org/display/JENKINS/Violations), although these plugins do not include rpmlint. These plugins create graphs to track the number of warnings and errors in code over time. To perform the same task for packaging would be very helpful. However, you can work around this gap by using the generic plot plugin (https://wiki.jenkins-ci.org/display/JENKINS/Plot+Plugin) and another build step for each job.

Mock has a very well defined interface and workflow. A generic plugin to use Mock in Jenkins would be very useful. The plugin should include configuring the chroot configuration. Two kinds of build jobs also could be created, one using spec and source files, the other using...
source RPMs. A test also would need to be created to verify that Mock can be run without prompting for a user password. This plugin would be very helpful for automating this process, as we currently have to copy scripts between jobs.

There are some additions to Cobbler that would be useful for this process as well. There are no per-repo triggers. The ability to tell Trac that packages went from repo test to repo prod would be useful. Furthermore, the ability to tell Jenkins to build a package because a dependent package updated also would be useful.

The other useful addition to Cobbler would be the ability to remove older RPMs in the destination tree while synchronizing from the remote mirror. Cobbler repositories, if the “breed” is yum, build up in an append-only fashion. Processes for managing the space may be run periodically by removing the RPMs and then synchronizing the repository again. However, this leaves the repository in a broken state until the process is complete. This feature could be useful in any Cobbler deployment, as it would make sure repositories do not continue to take up space when RPMs are not needed.

Trac does not need any additional plugins to integrate better with Cobbler or Jenkins. We have found some usability issues with manipulating large tables in the wiki format. Some plugin to make editing large tables easier in the wiki format would be useful for us. Also, editing long pages becomes an issue if you cannot put comments throughout the page. We validate our procedures by having members of the group who are unfamiliar with the system read through the procedure. The reader should be able to comment on but not edit parts of the page. We have worked around or found plugins on the Trac Hacks page (http://www.trac-hacks.org) to resolve these issues.

The final request is for some level of certification from distribution maintainers to certify third-party packages. Many of the third-party packages we have applied to this process do not support all distribution configurations. A certification from distribution maintainers validating that software distributed by third-party vendors have packaged their software appropriately for the distribution would help customers determine the cost of support.

This is by no means a complete solution for organizations to build customized critical applications.
There are still gaps in the system that we have to work around using scripts or manual intervention. We constantly are working on the process and tools to make them better, so any suggestions to improve it are welcome. However, these tools do fill the need to support customization of critical applications for HPC at EMSL.
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Can We Stop Playing Card Games with Business?

Credit cards cause itches for all of us. Let’s scratch them.

A friend who works in one of the big banks recently told me that any new-fangled approach to identity and payments is going to have a hard time getting traction while credit cards continue to work as well as they do. “Using credit cards is too easy, too normal, too entrenched in Business As Usual”, he said. They used to say the same thing about Windows.

As it happens, I am in the middle of a credit-card mess right now that is certainly normal and Business As Usual, but far from easy.

See, all I’m trying to do is buy something on-line, from a retailer that’s not Amazon. (I’m not going to name names, beyond saying that much.) First, the retailer’s system for sorting out billing and shipping addresses was broken. Then, after I got over that hurdle (which I suppose is still there), my credit card was declined. In the course of dealing with both failures, I have pounded countless numbers and letters, over and over again, into my laptop’s keyboard and my phone’s screen. On top of that, I have had to give the last four digits of my social security number, plus a bunch of other information, over and over again, to too many different people at the credit-card company’s call centers.

The credit-card company doesn’t
know (or seem to care) why my card was declined. The attempted purchase was not unusual in any way. The error message from the retailer was also unhelpful. It said, “Something went wrong when trying to process your payment. Please review the error message and try again: Braintree payment for Order #5283 (Transaction ID gb3xx6m) was declined: Declined.”

For the last several hours, the credit-card company also has been unable to turn off the fraud protection flag that caused it to decline the purchase in the first place, because its system for doing that is down.

Several more hours have passed between the last paragraph and this one, which I’m writing after calling the credit-card company for the Nth time and learning at last that the payment went through. The retailer’s system, however, still says “awaiting payment”.

I don’t know if any of the new ideas for solving this kind of mess are going to succeed. Most of them probably won’t. But I do believe the only answers that will finally work are ones that give us ways to be known in the virtual world that resemble the ways we are known in the physical one.

For a base-level model of that, let’s say I go into coffee shop and order a cortado (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cortado). A cortado has the ideal ratio of coffee and steamed milk. It’s also known as a piccolo latte in some places, such as Australia (http://www.cafeculture.com/general-interest/what-is-a-piccolo-latte). Try it out. Here is what happens around identity and payment:

1. I am anonymous—literally, nameless. But...

2. They can see I am a person, with an obvious ability to pay.

3. They accept payment either via cash or credit card.

4. If I use cash, it’s also anonymous, even though there is a unique number on every piece of paper currency. The shop is not interested in those numbers.

5. If I use a card, they do not care about the name on the card or the number. All they care about is whether the payment goes through. In other words, they are not burdened with any details about me. (I am purposely keeping loyalty cards and other marketing gimmicks off the table here. I’ll explain why below.)

6. If they ask for a name, it’s only so
they can call it out when the drink is ready. Not for any other reason.

7. That’s it.

Now, let’s say this is a coffee shop where I am already known to the people behind the counter. Here the only difference is that I might be extended some friendly courtesies. If the people are honorable, I can expect that they won’t be out to screw me—for example, by giving or selling information about me to people or systems I don’t know.

There are permissions and agreements, casual and formal, on both sides of this system, and they have been in the vernacular of every market since the dawn of commerce. When this system works well, there is also no power asymmetry—or at least not one being exploited. The customer and the shop meet as equals in the marketplace. They trust each other. This trust has a high degree of leverage toward future business between both parties. In terms of game theory (http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/prisoners-dilemma), that leverage is toward positive sum (aka win-win) outcomes (http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/sum).

On the whole, we have positive sum outcomes from the game played with credit cards. But there is a degree of entrapment to that game as well. We are not equals, and we do not enjoy full agency.

This is not the fault of the credit-card system, but of mass marketing’s obsolete methods and assumptions, which date back to the time when Industry won the Industrial Revolution. In order to get scale—to market to masses—it was necessary for companies to treat many customers the same way, as populations rather than as individual human beings. Even in the Internet Age, attempts by business to “personalize” and “mass customize” relations with customers are made by business—not by the customer.

And, because business mostly talks only to itself about this stuff, it is easy for business to rationalize negative externalities (http://economics.fundamentalfinance.com/negative-externality.php). Among those externalities are:

1. Wastes heaped by others—for example, all the promotional crap that fills communication channels and brings no positive response (in other words, 99.x% of all promotional messages).
2. Inconveniences—such as the need by users and customers to authenticate in separate and arcane ways with every different company’s different system.

3. Resentments and other bad feelings by users and customers toward both of the above, plus knowledge that they are being spied upon and manipulated in ways they cannot escape without giving up relationships they can’t or won’t do without.

4. Companies needing to maintain or hire the large and expensive server farms and “big data” crunching systems to process and make decisions on personal data gained by surveillance and fed back to #1, above.

All those negative externalities afflict the commercial Web today—and are spreading into brick-and-mortar retailing as well. We see this with loyalty programs (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loyalty_program) that give us additional cards and key tags to carry around.

These externalities exist to a far lesser degree with credit cards than they do with marketing gimmicks (because credit cards’ purposes are
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mostly restricted to transactions), but are still present with credit cards, as we see with my own story, above.

Einstein (is said to have) said “The significant problems we face cannot be solved at the same level of thinking we were at when we created them” (http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein). I can remember like it was yesterday the feeling of futility I had when I was doing work for Sun Microsystems, back in the 1980s, enduring the torture of sitting in meetings where the pointless topic was “fixing” UNIX, which had a zillion variants, most of which were owned by somebody, including Sun. There was no way UNIX’s problems could be solved at that level. We needed Gnu and Linux to solve it. (And yes, the BSDs too.) That’s how I feel today about trying to fix identity and payments inside the current mass-marketing system.

The level at which we need to solve identity and payments is the individual one. It needs to happen on our side. We’re the ones who need to manage our identities, how we pay for stuff, what information we hand over when we pay for things, and how we control our side of relations with the retailers and service providers of the world.

Today there are already many new projects that start with the customer and move toward business. I’m involved in many of those, through ProjectVRM (http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/vrm). (Here is a partial list of developers: http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/projectvrm/VRM_Development_Work.) And, I consult some of those formally as well. But I won’t name any, because I want clean new Linux geek thinking and code-writing applied to this problem.

Here’s the main challenge: not using cards at all. Bitcoin (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin) is the biggest breakthrough in that direction, so far—or at least the one with the most geek interest.

What else have we got—or could we have? The answers will come, because there’s a huge itch here.

So tell me who’s scratching what, and how. I’d rather salute those than complain more about Business As Usual.

Doc Searls is Senior Editor of Linux Journal. He is also a fellow with the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard University and the Center for Information Technology and Society at UC Santa Barbara.
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